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ICS 
International Centre for Science and High Technology 

International Environment Institute of the 
Foundation for L-1temational Studies 

FINAL REPORT 

Title: Workshop on Environmental Impact Assessment 
and Siting of Industrial Activities through 
Geographic Information Systems (G.l.S.) 

Dates: 2-6 October 1995 

Venue: Gozo, Malta 

Organizers/Directors: Mr. Louis Cassar, Executive Coordinator, 
International Environment Institute, Foundation 
for International Studies, University of Malta, 
Valletta, Malta. 

Prof. Enrico Feoli, ICS-UNIDO, Trieste, Italy. 

PURPOSE 

The Workshop was organi7ed with the aim of imp.-oving the capacity 
of the management of the ind us try I environment interface in developing 
countries of the Mediterranean region by introducing the geographical 
information system (G.1.5.) technology and remote sensing techniques. In 
particular, the Workshop was addressed to face problems related to 
cm·ironmental impact assessment {E.l.A.) of ir.dustrial and/or related 
activities in Mediterranean developing countries (See Annex I}. 

TOPICS AND PROGRAMME 

'fhr. Workshop was opened by Prof. Ugo Leone, JCS Project leader, 
whn ou1li· ~d the aims of ICS and gave general information on the 
relevance of the Workshop topic. 

Opening speeches were delivered by Prof. Ugo Leone and Prof. 
Salvino Busuttil, Director-general of the Foundation for International 
Studies. The Workshop was inaugurated by the Hon. Minister for Gozo, 
Mr. Anton Tabone. Following the official inauguration session, the 
Workshop was addressed by Prof. Enrico Feoli of ICS and Mr. Louis F. Cassar 
(lf the International Em·ironment lnst;tuk. both of whom welcomed the 
participants on behalf of their respec~aH in<;titutions, and then brief the 
partto1)ants about the expected outcome of the \\.orkshop. 



The Workshop started with the presentation of various country 
papers concerning the situation of G.l.S. applications for E.l.A. and siting of 
ind us trial acti\·it:es. 

Some of the participants presented the state of the art in their country 
(See Annex II): 

- Mr. G. Berltngi: Priority Actions Programme in Split, Croatia. 
- Mr. F. Fabrizi, ENEA, Rome, Italy: Applications of GJS. and related 

Activities in ENEA. 
- Mr. N. Taspinar, Izmir, Turkey: An Application to Izmir Bay and Cesme 

Peninsula. 
- Mr. R. M. Sansur, West Bank: Environment and Development Prospects 

in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. 
- ~fr. A. Touzani, Rabat, Morocco: Study of the Pollution of Sea Coast 

between Kenitra and Safi Using the Satellite Images. 
- Ms. A. Attard .Montalto, Valletta, Malta: Presentation of the Euro

Mediterranean Centre on Insular Coastal Dynamics. 
- ~fr. ~f. M. Sarbaji, Sfax, Tunisia: The Situation of the Application of 

G.1.5. for Industrial Environmental Problems in Tunisia. 
- Ms. S. Canna-Michaelidou, Nicosia, Cyprns: The Environmental Impact 

Studies: the Cyprus Experience. 
- \Ir. K. :\_ \foussa, Alexandria, Egypt: Den~Iopment and Environment in 

Egypt. 

Mr. Mario Galea made an introduction to G.1.5. After that a lecture 
programme by Prof. A. Fabbri and Dr. A. Patrono on Applications of G.l.S. 
both theory and case studies were given following the enclosed programme 
(See Annex III). 

They introduced the use of G.!.S for E.l.A. and decision support 
systems for siting industries in the coastal areas. Furthermore, they also 
showed examples of measuring coastal changes. The principle of multi
objective decision support for environmental management was illustrated 
by examples and was the basis of the discussions among the participants. 
The programme finished with a lecture by Prof. E. Feoli on the use public 
domain software for G.l.S. and image processing systems and with a 
description of real case studies on E.l.A. in the coastal area of Trieste (paper 
mill industry settlement). 

The discussions during the Workshop were extremely thorough, 
open, £Ven provocative. Many delicate points were dealt with at length. 
Unrealistic expectations from the technology were debated and discouraged. 
It was stressed that technology should be commensurate to the needs and 
the financial-technological capabilities of the country wher'? te..:hnolcgy is to 
be transferred. 



PARTICIPANTS 

Thirteen experts coming from Mediterranean countries attended the 
Workshop. 

The final list of participants is enclosed (See Annex IV). 

CONCLUSIONS A."ID RECOMMENDATIONS 

The participants have expressed the interest on such kind of 
initiatives and suggested to activate a process of training in GJ.S. at different 
le\·els. 

It has become clear that G.I.S. and E.1.A. are still far from being 
stzrndard methodologies or conventional tools. It was envisaged that in 
future it will be possible to have a smoother transition between G.I.S., RS, 
E.1.A and CZM and was recommended that: 

I. basic G.1.5. workshops should be organized initially, consequently to be 
followed by topic-specific workshops covering: RS, E.LA. and Coastal 
Zone ~anagement; 

2. more practice-oriented workshops should be specially organized for 
managers; 

3. more workshops should be prepared in cooperation with ICS, ITC and 
UNEP at national level with the specific developing country directed 
towards scientists or de(ision makers and planners: 

4. workshops similar to the one organized at regional level should be 
repeated for promoting .he diffusion of knowledge among different 
states and the creation of a network to be used for information and 
manpower exchange. 



FUND~NG 

The total budget for the Workshop amounted to a total of U$S 35,638 
as .:>f the enclosed financial statement (See Annex V). 
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BACKGROUND AND _TUSTIFICATION 

The progress of science and technology. which includes the availability 
•'t h!~hly ~-·rh1sticated systems for data acquisition 1based on air borne and 
space borne remote sensing) together with the widespread use of persona! 
computers and powerful workstations, has made possible an integrated 
study of the physical, chemical, and biological processes of the air, land and 
water systems of the planet. 

Field observations and other direct measurements at the earth's 
surface, however, must be integrated with the results of careful photo 
interpretations and be of guidance in subsequent image processing for image 
enhancement and information extraction. 

The rnmrlementary nat\.i&·~ of remc.tely sensed data and of ancillary 
data from maps and ground verification is the key to computer modelling 
for en\·ironmental impact assessment using geographic ir:.formation 
system~ {GJ.S.). 

Industrial Den~lopment in '.\fediterranean areas concerns mainly the 
wastal zone and im·olves a Io~ of infrastructure buildings. It affects the 
landscape in a heavy way and can create contrast between different land 
uses. 

Mapping and modelling should be seen as inseparable tasks for 
information and knowledge representation. Relational database, computer 
aided design (CAD) techniqul's. image prl1gressing systems OPS) and 
geographic iniormation systems (G.1.5.) and decision support systems (DSS) 
have to be interfaced in a unique system. This system will constitute a 
necessary !>...:ientific and technological interiace between the industrial 
de\·elopment and the environment. It pro\·ides the possibility to Ct'mpare 
different scenarios of industrial de\·elopment and thus t!--e possibility to 
investigate on different alternatives as the techniques of environmental 
impact assessment suggested. 

AIMS OF THE WORKSHOP 

The main objective of the workshop is to improve the capacity of the 
manflgement of the industry /environment interface in developin~ 
c· •u::trlt'~ l'f thl' \kditt·rranean regi0r. by ir~ni~iu(ing tht• gt•t\b!"arhical 
inrormation system technology and remote sensing techniques. In 
particular, the workshop will be addressed to face problems related to 
environmental impact assessment of industrial and/or related activities in 
Mediterranean developing countries. 
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STRUCTURE OF 11lE WORKSHOP 

This workshop is intended as a training workshop, and it is planned 
for dissemination of information about the use of public domain software 
in G.l.S. and remote sensing data processing. 

The Workshop will be organized as a round-table (with a high 
training component) in which the participants will present their own 
experience in the use of G.l.S. and remote sensing. lheir experience will be 
discussed and compared with the experience of G.l.S. applications of the 
invited demonstrators who will show how to integrate G.l.S. and remote 
sensL'lg techniques on the basis of selected cases studies. 

PARTICIPATION 

The workshop will bring together for the period of one week experts, 
technologists and researchers in contact with the industry. Participation is 
by in\·itation. A maximum of 30 participants will be admitted to ~he 
Workshop coming from Mediterranean (Ountries. Participants are asked to 
prepare in advance a short report on the situation of the application of G.I.S. 
for industrial environmental problems in their home country. This report 
will be presented and discussed during the Workshop. 

EXPECTED OlITPUTS 

The Workshop will be the occasion to reinforce and strengthen the 
network already established by ICS with the Mediterranean countries to deal 
with problems related to coastal zone management. 
The output of the Workshop will be the collection of presentations and 
discussions made by the participants. 

PROG~\1.\1E 

The workshop will deal with a general evaluation methodology with 
a wide rc:.nge of potential applications in the studies of EIA, basically 
oriented to the ec:ological protection and conservation of the landscape. The 
irlllovative approc1ch of this workshop lays in the development of three 
connected st.ages in EIA: 

1) the integration 0f ecological factors with spatialJy-distributed data; 
21 ~~(' use of spatial data analysis techniques to t·'-.tract t.'m·ironm~ntal 

indicators; 
3} the formulation of multi-objective/multi-criteria decision processes. 

The key point of the method used is to develop environmental 
impact evaluation techniques. The magnitude of problem is partly lessened 
by introducing techniques, such as remote sensing, RS, and geographic 
information systems, G.I.S. which provide spatial-temporal coverage and 
fa<.kr w3ys to process the data. Thr imrlemt'ntation of e\isting 
ml·!h• ,j,.,Jngit·.., for marping l'm·ironmentJI nri:ible~ a?ld for automated 
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classification of the land use allows to combine field observations with 
existing data on maos and with the results of image processing. 

The G.1.5. represents in this workshop a critical tool for supporting 
numerical modelling of spatially-distributed ecosystem processes. 

Software tools 

A G.l.S., ILWIS (ITC, 1993) combined with a spreadsheet, EXCEL 
(Microsoft, 1990) and a decision support system (DEFINITE, 1994) will be 
mainly used to provide an effective tool for partitioning space for any kind 
of spatial model calculations, for storing information and for displaying the 
results of the analvses. However software of wide diffusion such as 
~faplnfo, GRASS will be also presented. 

Spatial analysis and modelling is carried out also with the help of 
some special-purpose software, external to the G.l.S. and to the spreadsheet, 
whkh was programmed ad-hoc. Some FORTRAN programmes were 
•nitten to communicate with the G.l.S. to analyze and combine the data 
layers stored in the G.1.5. (satellite data, digitized topographic data, etc.) and 
the data from field observations with the data obtained from published 
sources. 

DOCU.\fE.\T . .\ TION 

The documents available for the meeting will be: 

1 J Aide-memoire of the workshop. 
2) Workshop programme and list of participants. 
3) Country papers prepared by the participants which will be discuss~Ci 

during the meeting. 

LA.\lGUAGE 

The workshop will be conducted in English and no translation 
facilities will be available. It is expected that the participants have a good 
command of English. 

TI.~E AND VENUE 

The w ... 1rk~hop will be held at the Ta'Cenl'. H1.>tel, Gozo, Malta from 2 
to 6 October 1995. 

FINANClAL ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR UNIDO-ICS 
FINANCED PARTICIPANTS 

For tnose who will be invited by UNIOO-ICS to participate in the 
workshop, wund-trip air-economy transportation trom the airport of 
dt.T.Htllrt' will bt· arranged and prt·paid tickets 1~~Ut'd where nt'(t'S~ary. 
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Room and board at the workshop venue plus a daily allowance and 
terminal expenses will be provided upon ~rrival to Gozo. Reservation will 
be made for all participants at the Hotel Tz' Cenc Hotel, Gozo, Tel.: 00~ 
556819 Fax: 00356-558199. 

The participants will be required to bea.r the following rosts: 

All expenxs in their home country incidental to travel abroad, including 
expenditures for passport, visa, and any other miscellaneous items. UNIDO
ICS will rtot ~ume responsibility for any of the following C<b1s which may 
be incurred by the participant while attending the meeting: 

(1) compensation i0r saiary or related allowances during the period of the 
workshop; 

(2) any costs incurred with respect to insurance, medical bills and 
hospitalization fees; 

(3) comper.sation in the event or death, disability or illness; 
, ..i l loss or damage to personal property of participants while attending 

the workshop. 

\'ISA ARRANGEMENTS 

Participants are requested to arrange for their visa as early as possible 
at the Maltese Embas<:y in their home country. In case 0f difficulties, pf Pase 
advise the contact puson mentioned below. 

CONTACT PERSON 

For additional information, please contact Mr. L. Cassar. Further 
details about the workshop and tra,·el instructions will be provided upon 
request. 

Mr. L. Cassar 
Executive Coord1.11ator 
International Environment Institute 
Foundation for International Studies 
University of Malta 
University Building 
St. Paul Street, Valletta VLT07 
Malta 
Tel.: 00356-240741 
Fax: 00356-230551 
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International Environment Institute of the 
Foundation for International Studies 

Workshop on Environmental Impact Assessment and 
Siting of Industrial Activities through Geographic 

Information Systems (G.l.S.) 

2-6 October 1995 
Gozo, Malta 

Programme 



09:()() - 10:00 

10:00 - 10:30 

10:30 - 10:45 

10:-15 - 12:30 

12:30 - 14:00 

14:00 - 18:00 

09:00 - 10:30 

10:30 - 10:45 

10:45 - 12:30 

12:30 - 14:00 

14:00 - 15:30 

15:30 - 15:45 

15:45 - 17:30 

09:00 - 10:30 

10:30 - 10:45 

MONDAY, 1. OCTOBER 1995 

Registration of the participants 

Opening Ceremony 

- Welcome to the participants by: 
- the Representative of the Government of Malta 
- the Director General of the International 

Environment Institute of the Foundation for 
International Studies, Prof. Salvino Busuttil 

- the ICS Project Leader, Prof. Ugo Leone 

Coffee Break 

Presentations by the participants 

Lunch Break 

Continuation of presentations by the participants 

TUESDAY, 3 OCTOBER 1995 

Introductory session to G.1.5.: Mr. Mario Galea, 
International En\·ironment Institute of the 
Foundation for International Studies, Malta 

Coffe~ Break 

Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri and Dr. A. 
Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Lunch Break 

Continuation of De~nonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Coffu Brule 

Discussions 

WEDNESDAY, 4 OCTOBER 1995 

Continuation of Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Coffee Break 



10:~5 - 12:30 

12:30 - l •1:00 

14:00-15:30 

15:30 - 15:45 

15:45 - 17:30 

09:00 - 10:30 

10:3() - 10:-15 

10:45 - 12:30 

12:30 - 14:00 

1-t:OC - 15:30 

15:30 - 15:-15 

15:43 - 17:30 

09:00 - 10:45 

10:45-11:00 

11:00 - 11:30 

11 :30 - 12:30 

1~:~l1 ·1-l:OO 

Continuation of Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Lunch Brtak 

Continuation of Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Coffu Brtak 

Discussions 

THURSDAY, 5 OCTOBER 1995 

Continuation of Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Coffee Break 

Continuation of Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Lunch Break 

Continuation of Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Discussions 

FRIDAY, 6 OCTOBER 1995 

Continuation of Demonstrations: Prof. A. Fabbri 
and Dr. A. Patrono, ITC, The Netherlands 

Cofftt Brtak 

Closure of the meeting: 
- the Director General of the International 

Environment Institute of the Foundation for 
International Studies, Prof. Salvino Busuttil 

- the ICS Project Leader, Prof. Ugo Leone 
- the Minister for the Environment of Malta 

Demonstrations: Prof. E. Feoli 

L1111clz Break 



14:00 - 15:30 Continuation Demonstrations: Prot. E. Feoli 

15:30 - 15:45 Coffee Break 

15:45 - 18:00 Final disrussions 
Ccnclusions and recommendations 



' Lecture Program: Fabbri & Patrono 

Tuesday, October3, 1995 
10:45-12:30 15m 

30m 
30m 
30m 

14:00-15:30 30m 
60m 

15:45-17:30 45m 
60m 

even mg optional 

Wednesday, October 4, 1995 
09:00-10"30 6Jm 

10:45-12:30 

14:00-15:30 

15:45-17: 30 

evening 

30m 
45m 
60m 
30m 
60m 
45m 
60m 
optional 

Thursday, October 5, 1995 

Introduction [AGFj 
Theory [AGF+AP) 
Case Study [AP] 
OSS Introduction [AGF] 
: /S & ILWIS [AP] 
EIA hands-on (ILWIS) 
=IA hands-on (IL'll!S) 
EIA hands-on (ILWIS) 
E!J.. hands-on (ILWIS) 

E'A hands-::;n (l!..1/\1/S) 
E!A hands-on (EXCEL tutor.an 
E!A hands-on (EXCEL) 
E!A hands-on (EXCEL) 
DEFINITE introduction [AGFj 
EIA hands-on (DSSJ 
EIA hands-on (OSS) 
EIA hands-on (DSS) 
EIA hands-on fDSS) 

9:00-10:30 30m Coastal Change Study 
fntroductiot: {4GF] 

60m Coastal Change hands-or. 
10:45-12:30 45m Coastal Change hands-on 

60m Coastal Change hands-on 
14:00-15:45 45m Coastal Change hands-on 

60m Coastal Change hands-on 
evening optional Coastal Change hands-on 

Friday, October 6, 1995 
9:00-10:45 45m 

60m 
Industrial Siting Demo [AP] 
Industrial Siting Demo [AP] 
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An Introduction to 
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Introduction 

The concepts for storing and organ1s.1ng geographic data on a cumputar 

system was introduced more than 30 years ago However 1! 1s only during the 

past 12 years that Geographic Information Systems have made rapid 

advancements both in the technol1'l91cal development and application growth 

As computer processing power continues to drop in costs more and more 

people are becoming aware of new possib1ht1es to exploit their data to 

prodcce bette .- smarter solutions GIS 1s one of those application tools that 

has a unique way of organrsrng and presenting data to the user People can 

obser1e or track specific patterns rn their data and understar.d their spat1a! 

relationships. Such an understanding is the basis "'or more sensitive and 

intelligent decision making In tojay s world. where all of us are becom!ng 

aware of the environmental issues. it 1s becoming more important to study the 

physical variables and the consequential effects wtien these are altered In 

this respect GIS has been used in several applications such as land planning, 

natural resource management. environmental assessment and planning, tract 

mapping and ecological research Apart from these applications GIS has also 

found a strong market in facilities management such as electrical and water 

L.1ilities, municipalities, emergency vehicle dispatching, crime analysis. 

market research and several s1m1lar applications 

Re~ent studies has shown that 85% of the data collected by organisations 

every year have a geographical nature or requires a geographical reference. 

The most common example is an address which is a geographical reference 

of a d1st1nct place on earth Other examples are postal codes. specific 

landmark and boundaries. co-ordinates of sampling points and so on. h is 

clear therefore that most of our everyday decisions are influenced by a 

geographical element The scope of GIS 1s help people visualise this element 

thus enabling better understanding 



What is a Geographic Information System? 

Due to the fact that for many years GIS remained as an in-house application 

of universities and research organisations before being offered to the public 

as a commercial product. it is not uncommon to find different definitions of 

GIS These generally range between two extremes from a purely theoretical 

definition of a special type of computer-based information system to a more 

practical approach whereby the application 1s looked upon as a too1 that 

perfcrm a specific function A general definition which falls soniewhat halfway 

between the two extremes is 

~A GIS is an integral collect1on of databases which directly 

reference or are related to geographical data along With the 

computer hardware and software to support it and the personnel 

wh1Ch designs. orgamse, update and mampulate the data withm 

the information systemw 

This definition establishes the fact that a GIS is an 1nformat1on system One 

woulc promptly ask ·so what's difft!rent with a GIS than other information 

systems?" In fact a GIS application 1s an information system with the 

additional capab:lity to i:ertorm spatial operations. 

Spatial Operations 

Spatial operations. or geographical analysis means that the data is 

manipulated in terms of a geographical reference. For example suppose we 

have two tables enlisting the population of countries and another table with 

languages spoken 1n each country If we want to know how many people 

speak English than 1t only takes the database application to select those 

countries which havP the value English in the !...anguage f1e::j of the 

2 



LANGUAGE table then picks cp the population values from tne other table for 

the chosen countries and adds the values 

POPULATION Table LANGUAGES Table 

Ccuntry Pcpulat'on 

Argemna 

Frm 

T 

Such an operation can be performed by any database management system 

since the linkage between the two tables was performed on the by matching a 

particular field within records of one table to another exactly similar field 

within records of another table. This 1s called an aspatiai query and can be 

handled by any tabular Relational Database Management System A GIS 

however uses a geographical reference to match records within tables Apart 

from the tabular database system a GIS has also a spatial database. For 

example we would hke to find the percentage of urban land 1n the region 

shown below. 

LANOUSE Table 

3 



The first step is to look into the LAN DUSE Table and select those regt0ns 

whrch satisfy the cntena (rr: thrs case C E and G) Next the scatrat database 

1s brought up which contains the boundaries of all me reg1or.s and the area 

computed from the CXK>rd1nated and the knowledge of the Earth's surface 

The boundary CO-Ordinates can be of any type such as longitude and latitude 

degrees. as long as the GIS knows the relationship between the chosen co

ordinate system and the Earth's surface. 

The above example shows that hke any other informat1cri system a GIS 

organises databases in tables with an add1t1ona1 form of tab1e to keep record 

of the geographical reference that links the other tables Spatial operations 

are performed using these tables and its inherent knowledge of the Earth 

surface 

Hierarchical Matching 

The previous example involverj simple operations since the selection exactly 

matched an entire region. It could be argued that if the areas of the regions 

where included in the LAND_ USE table than it would not be necessary to use 

a GIS True, but this was only an example of exact matching. Many times 

data 1s sampled in more detail and therefore more operations are required to 

arrive at a selection. 

To continue on the above example, suppose we need to know the average 

number of people living per household in region C We do have 

POPUL.A TION table for all regions. but th~ number of households is available 

as land-parcel boundaries shown in fig. 3. The first step is to identify which 

parcels fall within the boundary of Region C Thrs rmphes checking the 

parcels co-ordinated and se if they f 1t ~ntirely within the co-ordinatec; of the 

larger region. The rest of the operation is easy since the population 1s 

available 1n tabular form This operation is called hierarchical matching since 

the resulting region 1s the aggregate of smaller areas. 1 e region C was built 

up from all the parcel boundaries that fit into rt 

:· ;: ~ ' . . . ...... r::· - ... f ....... '. • 

4 



POPULATION Table 

R~ton Fo~-·~t.ori 
,. 

A I SC 
....__ 

0 40 

c SCXX> 

D 0 

I 

G 500 

PARCELS Table 

Pa·cel_IO T1pe 

1CIO Rt ., -
'°' 

• .. ::-·:-.:. 

tG2 ...... 
103 PMll 

501 

Fig 3 HierarchicaJ Matchi:tg 

An analogy to exact and Hierarchical matching is a Jigsaw puzzle. When 

a single piece exactly matcr1es a missing shape in the puzzle we say there 

was an exact fit On the other hand an unfilled shape might require more than 

one piece to be filled This example is demonstrated in Fig. 

---------

-----.-----
••• I". 

-·- -._ .. ;_,~--~ -
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Exact Matct11n9 Hierarchical Matching 

Fig 4 .\nalo~" of exact and h1t·r Jrichal matching 

Four pieces 

a1e reqUtted 
10 Ni reg.on 
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Fuzzy matching 

A GIS is able to perfor'Tl more complex spat1a1 ar.aiyses Per'iaps the r.0st 

complex and useful 1s that of 1oin1ng two or more spatial tablt;S. based on 

some cntena. to form another table. Many times the boundaries defined by 

one table do not match larger on .. s In this case a GIS w1li overlay the 

bcundary layers and produce a new layer whid1 1s a ct .aradensahon of the 

others This process often c,ccur in environmentar data since datasets are 

collected at different frequencies and sampling points F 1g 5 demonstrates 

fuzzy matching - nere we war.1 to know which land parcels are likely to b~ 

most badly hit during a flood The data available is the 1and parcel 

boundaries anc the f:ood zones scaled at d!fferent janger !eve's 

Flood Zones 

Summary 

/~~ """' - - ':;:::::==- i\. J_ • :----, . ~ . 
I ,• '-..... ... . .._3nd P?•Ct.!> 

;--- _ .. _- -- ___ ____....,,,,,._ "! •. - .. , ·, ( 
.· - . ;-:....__ - - - _").. :. . . . . . . -- .·· ' . 

I ,,. .,,,. . 7 -~r--i ~-;~ \ _____,. -----====--~¥~"' . . ... 
----- ------- .. ~ -

/ 

~.::._ __ . --- -

Fig Layering of non-matdung boundaries 

The widespread of information technology has brought oata to the desktop in 

quantities far more than ever before. Even though our task are being made 

easier by the high processing speeds of today's computers the huge amount 

of data stored 1n them require tools that are smarter than common database 

management systems. GIS is a step towards intelligent analysis and 

v1sualisat1on of data bringing a higher level of understanding 

GIS can be described as a too\ with the ability to integrate different data sets 

through a common feature trat .s !he1' geograr:ih1cal locat1or. 

,·· ... ••( 6 
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This makes GIS a powerful tool for people who have management roles 

They can analy~:: the data visually thus entering into new dimensions such 

as observing pa:terns and trends Location ~f resources can be quickly 

identified as weB as their distribution_ 

GIS plays a vital role .n many s1tuatt0ns where decisions have to be tak.en 

quickly and effectively such as •n cases of 011 spill emergency response. 

dispatching fire trucks during forest fires and organising salvage teams during 

floods In less catastrophi.; situations GIS 1s used to manage resources_ 

fac1ht1es and 1..o1il1t1es. decision maki:g planning. zoning. environmental 

impact assessments and emmonmental research 
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GIS Basics 

In this section we will see how a GIS extends the concepts of a tabular 

Database Management System by incorporating a digital map database In a 

GIS there are two types of map information: 

1. Geographical information specifying the location. size and shape of an 

object as well as its relationship to other objects 

2 A description of the object 

Geographical information 1s recorded by map features that describe the 

object Like tabular databases these require a set of data types to represent 

the features such as roads. distnd boundaries. houses etc The three most 

important data types are 

Point This describes a feature whose area is negligible. such as 

electrical poles. boreholes and manholes It 1s also used to 

mark locations that have no area. for example elevation points 

and bathymetric values. Because a point is a featureless entity 

it is often displayed as a icon or symbol depicting the feature 1t 

represents 

Line This is a set of sequential co-ordinates which are joined 

together to describe an object that has a linear feature, but too 

narrow to have an area. Examples of lines are roads, streams 

and rail tracks. The term line is very misleading since it gives 

the impression that the feature is one straight line. Effective!~ a 

line is made from a number of linear segments attache<i to 

each other Instead of line. the terms an or or,·11 po~rlme are 

more frequently used. 

A line can also be used to describe features which have no 

width such as contour lines 

Area These describe closed obiects that cover a given area 

Examples of area features are d1strrct boundaries. lakes. and 

8 



countries 

Fig 6. shows how points. Imes and areas are used to represent map features 

Fig 6 A map made from points lines and area datatypes 

Sometimes these data types are referred to as vector primitives because they 

can be used to build up more complex objects The term vector refers to the 

manner by which the compliter stores and displays the data types. 

Storing Data Types 

Apart from describing spatial objects by points lines and polygons, we also 

need to specify where these are located. This is done by mapping the Earth 

surface onto a flat Cartesian (x,y) co-ordinate system Each point is recorded 

as a single x,y location. Polyhnes are recorded as a series of ordered x,y c:cr 

ordinates and areas are defined by an ordered set of co-ordinates which 

define their boundary. Figure 7 illustrates how map objects are referenced to 

ground locations 

9 
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Fig 7 Map Ob.ieets repr~ted as co-ordinate pairs 

Unfortunately the Cartesian ~dinate system 1s only suitable for objects 

that require uniform units such as metres. When Qe<9aphical features are 

presented on a map they have to be transformed from a spherical globe onto 

a flat map. This transformation is a mathematical procedure known as a 

projection. The only problem with projection is that they introduce distortions 

such as stretches and shifts. Because of this different prqections are used for 

different parts of the world. to minimise the distortions as much as possible. 

The most popular projections are Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), 

Lambert Conic Conformal and Albert Conic Equal-Area. Longitude and 

Latitude are not a co-ordinate system because they measure f$1lures in 

degrees from the Earth's centre, rather at the Earth's suface. 

The GIS organises the co-ordinate in a tabular database by first assigning 

each map feature a unique identification which is stored in one column of the 

table. Another two fields are used to store the x and y co-ordinates. In the 

case of polylines and areas !he field 1s extended to contain all the x.y pairs 

F 1gure 8 shows how figure 7 is stored in a tabular database Note that 1n !he 

AREA table. the first and last point are the same since 1t is closed 
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PREFACE 

This document is an extract from the course notes of the GIS lectures 

presented to the Enviromental Planning MSc Course. organised by the 

International Environmental Institute of the F oundat1on for International 

Studies University of Malta 

Those who wish to obtain more information on the course or would like a full 

copy of this document please contact Mano Galea at the aoove Institute 
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GRASS 
(Geographical Resources Analysis 
Support System) 
• IS: 
-a raster and a vector GIS (Geographical 
Information System); 
-an Image Processing System (IPS). 

GRASS \Vas developed by the USACERL 
(LT. S. l\rmy Construction Engineering 
Research Laboratory, Champaigne, IL) 
and is updated with the contribution 
from other agencies or individual users. 
For this reason GRASS is to be considered 
a!! open software. 

GR.~ SS is coordinated by OGI (Office of 
GRASS Integration) which provides: 
-General Infomation; 
-2 E-mail lists; 
-Annual GRASS User Meetings; 
-the GRASSCLIPPINGS Newsletter. 
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GRASS 

-is written in C Lancruaae· 
b b ' 

-is a software development 
environment for C programmers. 

GRASS interfaces with Unix shells 
(C-shell, Bourne- shell, Korn-shell), 
e.g. through X-Windows. 

The shells provide programming 
flow control, user input and output, 
and use other Unix programs as 
subroutines. 

GRASS programs can be used with 
Unix programs like "awk", "sed" 
and "sort". 
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SUh! 1Jt Ute Environrnem m Palc:stine 

Ramzi SM1SW" 
CEOHS - Birzcit Cnivemty 

Palestine 

The geographical area of Palestine (now Israel and Palcsrinc) lies in the eastern part of the 
\fedi1erranean ba.c:in hordered \"c.>rth fly l.c:hanC\n and Syria. hst hy Jord.m. S.Juth h\ 
Eg\"pl and \\ ·c:.,t hy the \ feditc:rrJnc:an Sc:a_ 

The \\-e-.r Bank Jnd Gaz.a <;trip \\hich .are undc:r lsrad.1 nuli1a~ '-"-..:upation ..:onstirute \\ha1 
is c:xpc..:1ed 10 hi.! :he Sure: ot Pakstine. 

fhi.: l\\o n::giens an: appro:ximJtd~ 6.000 Krn2 in JJ.:J. The: ml)untJID range lies mos~ ID 
the \\"eq Banl. \filit.11)" o..:.:upati.-•n suppresive mc:.i.-.u1cs kd h• a sc:nous of dc:ren .. ,ranon 
iP. emironm.:m.:il qwli~ .-.\;;r th.: p.l'l 28 ye.Jr-. E\.llTlpks are O\erexploiution. hy hrad. 
of Palestinian hnu1 fresh ~at.:r r.:sour..:es through o\·erpumpIDg \\ith mun: ~n 80\, ...t rhc 
\\alcr being dn-errcd to Israelis. The: building of Jewish senJc:mcnr withour cn\vonmcnuJ 
planning or unpa.:t as-;.:-;~m.:m hJ, .:ausc:d mas.,1\·c damage fi' th;: fragile en\'ironm;;nt. 11-
tauna and tlora. 

The lack of adc:quarc: emironmc:ncal awareness. ac: a resuh of the struggle for SUT\n·aJ. ha~ 
Jg_~a,:ared the emironmt.'TIUJ "irUJrion anJ furiher bl r.-. the det~rioration in rhe quJli~ .-.j 

We c:\idc::ni.:ed b~ poor url:ian and rural pl.aruung. unprvpc:r \\Jsrc disposal and 
il\erc:xploitJtion <)f mIDeraJ resour..:cs_ mainh· to suppl\ fi;raeli massive ~uildIDg endea\our" 

The: u1,, C>f GJS j., in iL-. infan.:' Th limirJtions arc J r;;;;ult of 1h~ lad. ilf dJrJ and po.~r 
trairung in '-jlS rc:i.:hruques. With time lhe sirll.ltion as expe..:rc:d to improve as lhere 1s an 
IDten:sr from th.: Pakstini.lll Govc:nunenr (P~A) lhrough the establishment o1 .1 

1 r;;ographi..: hf1•rmauon Ccnier and ~ndcavours h~ ,om.: \:,"f< >\ an,i Pak$liruan 
t · nivcnities. 

CWTenlfy very tew projects. i1 any. pass lhrough an EL~ prior ro final approval The 
inren:sr ID emirorunc:nral dfta.i~ among som' PJJ;;srin.ians is e\pc:crc:d ro ha\c:: a posill\;; 
ctfecr and rum the lahks around in the l<'ng tenn. in fJ\.nur t)f rhe en\.vonmc::nr 



Study of the Pollution of Sea Coast 
between 

Kenitn and Safi 
Using the Sattelite Images 

The de\elopment of mdustrrahsat1on town plannmg and the energetic loss are primary factors 
for narural damage Therefore. it is time to reduce or to stop these problems from growing 

The largest area of Casablanca located be™-een Kenitra and Safi, in which 80% of 
Moroccan Industry is present t Chemical Industry. Phosphate Industry, Oil Industry. Skin 
industry and others ) can l-e seen as the m.!in l0cation of pollution due to industry and 
human activiues 

The National Center of Coordination and Planification of Scientific and Technical 
Research (Cl\'R ). in c0llahorat1on with the \ f inistery of Environment anc other organisms. is 
plannmg to study the pollution of sea coast between Kenitra and Safi 

Thus, first there will be an accurate evaluation of damage caused by throwing 
industrial wast~ to the ocean Second will be done a complete im·entory of harmful effects 
and their origin. Fmall} v.ill be prepared a program of momtormg the evolution of pollution 
and limit the influence of human activities on the quality of Moroccan coa.c:t 

.\ good way to stud~ such problem is 10 use remote sensing completed by some 
1mes11gations in situs By appropriate computer processing satelite data will help in 
measenng the atmosphere transparency, water deposit. and soil erozion. Futhermore, the 
periodic sattelite scanning of area of interest v.111 permit the e\alua11on of damage according 
to time and space 

One approach is to use the Remote Sensing and Geographical lnfonnation System 
(GIS) means to determine the differen! coasta! \\ater masses, their spatial distribution and 
temporal evolutton 

The prelimmary analysis by de\eloppmg the linear regression model. we can show 

·The distribution of the water masses along the coast, 
-The construction of transponation charts for salinity and suspended matter 
along the coast. 
-The d1m1but1on of the temperature of v.ater along th coasr 



Developpment of the Soft Interface 
between 

A Geographical Information System 
and an Image Processing S~·stem 

for l"rban expansion 

Analysis the expansion of these cities by 

-The scanning of the aereal photograph~ of these cnies on several decades, 
- Generation of the Digital Terrain Model (DThf). because it constitutes one of the 

most important infr1rmat10n ll:• ~r5 rn the GIS. 

- Results from remote sensing data analysis form additional mput and output data 
layers in the GIS. typically as thematic map 



EURO-MEDITERRANEAN CENTRE 
ON INSULAR COASTAL DYNAMICS 

ICoD 

ICoD is involved in a nu1nber of b·aining courses in 
coastal zone 1nanage1nent and marine science 
\\

1 hich aim, ainongst other objectives, to give the 
participants a background in GIS - based 
applications as \·vell as Re1note Sensing and other 
monitoring systems capable of building data sets 
over \Vide geographic areas. 

April 1995: in collaboration with IOC and MCST: 
10 day course for rv1editerranean participants 
involved in coastal and 1narine data management; 
topics dealt with included GIS-based environments 
such as Seaplot and Re1note Sensing . 

Programmes for 1 qq6~ 
Training Course on Beach Manage1nent involving, 
amongst other topics, lectures on the management 
of coastal zone data using GIS-based techniques. 



Data Processing for a Mediterranean 
Automated Environmental Monitoring 

Network - MEDNET 

The project 

• Development of a network of autonomous 
coastal buoy- or pylon- monitoring stations 
for measuring sensitive parameters 
concerning water quality. 

• Data collection by sensors mounted on the 
floating stations, with a particular buoy 
capable of measuring various physico
chemical parameters over set sampling time 
frames. 

• Collected data transferred to the local control 
station (LCS) - Brest either by a radio or 
satellite link. 

• Processed data from LCS made availabe to 
Mediterranean control centre (~1CC) - Malta; 
which will act as central directory of services. 

• End users will be connected to MCC via 
appropriate sofnvare \vhich 1nay be GIS
based. 
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ICoD's role in the project is that of production 
of the relevant sofhvare and interfaces for the 
establishment of data communications network 
between the various nodes. 

Therefore t\-1EDNET 
client/~rver database 
follo\ving components: 

1. End-user interface: 

is essentially a 
and will require the 

IBM compatible PC \\Tith \·Vindows for 
Workgroups + Modem; sofh,Tare ''Til1 include 
a GIS package which incorporates items 
equivalent to Visual Basic and SQL 
development pakages as \veil as further 
functions for the end user 

2. Mediterranean Control Centre (MCC): 
lOOmHz Pentium Server with a serial 
communication over a V.34 modem for high 
speed transfer. The server will run \Vindows 
NT and SQL server. 

3. Local Control Station (Lc.__'3): 
has already been set up in Brest by MORS. 
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Data Processing for a Mediterranean Automated 
Environmental Monitoring Network - MEDNFT 

The ~t:\REL project consists of thl' dt>\·l'lopment of a network of 
autonomous coastal buoy- or pylon- monitoring stations for 
measuring sensitive parameters concerning water quality. Data is 
collected by sensors mounted on the floating stations, with a 
particular buoy capable of measuring various physico-chemicaJ 
parameters over set sampling time frames and the collected data 
will be transferred to the Control Station either bv a radio or satellite 
link_ The ~1AREL configuration is .1 combination of networks 
"'·hose nodes are the monitoring stations. the Regional centres, the 
Processing Centre and the end-users. Physical links ben,·een nodes 
\·ary from radio links to public tdephorw lint.•s_ Data \'\"ill be stored 
in both the Regional Cenh·es and the Priye..;<.;ing Centn ... ICoD's role 
in the project is that of production of the relevant software and 
interfaces for the establishment of dat.1 communications network 
between the various nodes_ 

T\\"O phases are envisaged. 

1. Short term objective - connect Malta & Brest to establish 
prototype link 

.., Long term objecti\·e - connt.Yti1 in tn aIJ otlwr cnuntrit."'S 
participating in the project, medium used will depend on the 
facilities avaiJ.ible in each country .'\nd also on the curopean 
telecommunications technnlo~y ,n-,1ilable (VSATs, ~ todems) 

Therefore MEDNET is essentially a client/ server database and will 
require the following components: 
1. End-user interface: 

IBM compatible PC with Windows for Workgroups + M< <lem; 

software will include a GIS pack~gc which incorporates items 
equivalent to Visual Basic and SQL dl'n·lnpml'nt pakages as well 
as turther functions h>1 the end u:--1.:r 

2. Mediterranean Control Centre (MCC): 

lOOmHz Pentium Server with a serial communication over a V.34 
modem for high speed transfer. The S('rver will run \'\'indows 
NT and SQL server_ 

1. !.:<!~_al_~_0_Dtr()J_$tatinn _{I 0} 
h.1-. alrt•ad~· h1 •t•n sd up in 81 t·">! Ii\ \ ll 'f\...., 



ON 

THE SITUATION OF THE APPLICATION OF G.I.S. FOR 
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS IN TUNISIA 

Mohamed Moncef SAR BAJ I 
Environmental Sciences and Resuch Laboratory 
~ational Engineering School at Sfax fTVSISIA l 

ABSTRACT: 

Effort, are progressm,g in Tunisia ro de\'elop at some governmentai 
institution!\ and at univehit). studies and researches related to environment 
based uil the application of Geographic Information Systems "G.LS. ". remor~ 
:)ensing and ground b&bed information. 

The purpose is lo provide information to decision makers. 
environmental planners and communoty investors concernmg industrial 
environmental problems. Such studies are interesting for industrial acti\'itie' 
managemem. environmemal impact asse~sment and control of pollution. 
During several years ago. economy of Tunisia is based on industrial activitie~ 
which are using frequent process nN clean enough to prevent environmental 
pollution. With the creation of the Miistry of Environment cin 1992. new law~ 
related to environmental protection wue adopted. Thus. environmental 
impact assessment and siting of industrial acti\tities are now studied through 
many proje(t:). 

The main goal of these projects is to reduce pollution caused by 
industrial activities and to help industrials to find out specific solutions. 
A clearer understanding of environmental impact of industrial activities is 
urgently needed by researches. policy makers and citizen as they seek 
solutions for .. ustainable dnelopment of Tunisia through optimum utilization 
,)f natural r~:-.uur1.·~~ anJ .:l1ntr0l of pollution. 

BACKGROUND; 

Tunisia has a population exceeding 8.5 millions. Due to its locarion. 
surrounded by mediterranean sea. many industrial activities are estahliched 
such as chemic al i ndu~lrlt.''· refineries. petrochemic a I compk \t.''. ,tee I 
compk\t.''· tt."xtile,. tannin:.: ir.du:-.me-. ... e,paially ;.dong COJ>i,d lllne,_ 
Dumpin~ of indn·:~i.ii \\,1,rc \\;lier inl\) the 'l';1 and under~rnund \\,11,·r \\ill 
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continue at increasingly high rates unless strictly controlled by direct 
moniroring and penalizing. 

As the population increases. urbanization expands_ Expansion has 
srratcd withour monitoring and periodic assessment. This have placed parts 
of some highly populated coastal regions at the risk deterioration of public 
hcahh conditions. 
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Some studies related to the application of G.l.S. and remote sensing on 
industrial environmental problems will be presented here: 

Cll Marine pollution: 

Pr<'hlems of induslrial "asle dumping in rhe marine en\·ironment have 
t.: ... ame \Cf) scriou~ in the last few years. The Gabes Gulf in Tunisia is the 
main area under consideration. 

A multidisciplinary project was conducted, mainly by the National 
Center of Remote sensing. lo study the impact of phosphogypsum discharge 
(50 million tons discharged over twenty years). The phosphogypsum is 
~eneraled by chemical factories using phosphat.! as main row material. 
Analysis of remore sensing data combined with field measurements were 
uc.ed lo dec;crihc acrual and hic;torical slates and begin under1'1anding 
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alteration mccanisms. Drastic changes have occurcd in the Gabcs Gulf. The 
seagrass beds and Caulerpa fields that covered most part of the Gulf arc now 
restricted to some areas upwards of IOm depth. 

{2) Application of G.l.S. in coastal zones: 

In order to establish a data base for landuse ~n coastal zones. a project 
called "MEDGEOBASE" has been undcnaken by the Ministry of Environment. 
Aerial photographs. Spot images and topographic maps are used for this 
study. A geogr.lphic Information System is buih including layers of: 

-landcover/landuse 
- topography 
-industrial locations 
-soil and agricultural re~ources 

It is planned that information \\ i II be updared regularly a... dal..t 
becomes a\·ailable. 

The system will help decision makers concerning site selection of neY. 
projects. optimum use of resources and bener control of pollution and 
management of environment. This hopefully will lead to sustainable 
developmenr of our environment. 

(3) The Sational Obsen·atory for Environment: 

Because of the urban growth and the development of indu ... rriJl and 
agricultural actnities. the environment problems are becoming more and 
more complex. 

However. the Ministry of environment is going to put inro se!'vice a 
National Ob~en·arory for Environment and Development ~ailed "OTED". h will 
be a permanent device of supervision. ob,ervation and \aluarion of 
environmenr ai1d a principal source of information. 

CONCLUSION: 

Researchers working in some univers1t1es are ofren paniciparing at 

these projects. In addition to their educational and research rcsponsabilities. 
they J1.'t a' ad' i'or~ to \ ariou, fOvernnwnral aurhoritie... concc:rninf the: 
applicauon of G.l.S. and remote sensing in environmencal problems. 
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STATE GENERAL LABORATORY 

Division C 

Lab. of Environmental Chemistry I 

& Ecotoxicology 
Hicoria, Cyprus. Fax 357-2-316434 

The laboratory of Environmental Chemistry (I) was fonntlly 

established in 1988, based on a long experience (since 1980) 

on the investigation of organic residues such as pesticides, 

PCB's, phenols etc. in food and water. In 1991 it was 

expanded to include an Ecotoricology Unit (a unique one for 

Cyprus), with the target to develop an integrated appraach 

(chemical and biological) for research and llOnitoring in the 

field of water pollution. Since beginning of 1995 the Eco

toxicology Unit has been moved to its own Lah. 

The overall aim of the ~nvironmantal Chemistry (I) and Eco

toxicoloqy Lab is to tontribute substantially in 

- preventing water pollution, and 

- securing the imnediate and long-term Safety and 
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multifunctionality of Water resources 

Surface waters of the island (mainly dallS and ponru;), ground

water and the lain later-supply system are under investiga

tion. 

The activities of the Lab are formulated with the goal to 

develop the analytical capabilities in order to:-

- identify the profile of any existing Agricultural 

and Industrial pollution, 

- forecast future development trends, and 

- to develop and support an Early Warning System in 

the field of Water Pollution 

To this effect extensive Chemical Monitoring iE implemented, 

supported also by toxicity testing and evaluation. Applied 

research with prllnarily preventive orientation, forms a vital 

component of the whole system towards early identification of 

newly emerging problems. Development of new methods for the 

·. 
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determination and ecotoxicological ~valuation of pollu

tants is part of the research activities. To ensure the cre

dibility of the laboratory an extensive Quality Control 

Scheme has been developed and applied. 

The Lab has a highly qualified personnel. The total Ho is 7, 

all are university qraduates and 3 of them hold de<:torate 

degrees. Members of the staff have been trained in E~ope 

and have iong experience (up to 26 years) in the field of 

toxic residues. Instrumentation of the latest technology is 

available i.e. computerized mnltidetection GC (ECD, FID, PID, 

NPD, FID, PSD) and HPLC (PDA, UV, Flnorence, Contnctivity) 

with post column, column swicthing and, purge and trap 

devices, Gel Permeation Chromatography, GC/Mass Spectrometiy, 

Total Orqanic Halogen (TOI) Analyser, ICP and Atomic Absorp

tion. 

Since 1988 various investigations on industriai and agricul

tural pollution have been carried out i.e. investigatic:s of 
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oil spills and leakages, pollution caused by dye-efflu

ents, and accidental pollution in the water-supply system 

etc. 

Parameters being under regular monitoring according to their 

area spteif ic importance are : 

- PCB's and P2sticides: organochlorines, organo-

phosphoro1s, triazines, H-methyl carbamates, 

2,4 D, Alachlor etc, 

- VOCS (Volatile Organic Compounds - 61 cci><>unds 

i.e. aromatic, saturated , unsaturated haloqenated 

hydrocarbons, and Trihalomethanes (THMs), 

- Chlorophenols, phthalates etc. 

- Polynnclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PABs), 

- Toxic Metals (e.g. Pb, Cd, Hg etc). 

Investigation of polar pesticides and metabolites like Linn

ron, ETU etc by column switching HPU:, is at the method 

development stage whilst monitoring of radionuclides will 
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also be included in the near future. 

Bio-oriented fractionation and investiqation of f inqerprints 

and profiles i.t>roved substantially the investiqational capa

bilities of cur approach especially for diffnsed source of 

pollution. 

In the field of Ecotoxicology acute toxicity testing is c~

ried out with Micrctox {Photobacterium phosphcreum) espe

cially for industrial effluents and boreholes located in or 

near industrial areas. Sediments and sludges are directly 

tested for acute toxicity by Solid Phase Test. Mutagenicity 

testing by MutatoI is also applie~. In additio~; combined 

toxic effects of various pollutants are under investigation. 

As part of an on qoinq research, various mixtures of volatile 

pollutants and pesticides have been studied and both simple 

additive and synergistic effects were observed so far. 

Further develoc~ent of the Ecotoxicoloqy Unit as ta ir:lude 
• J~ 
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tests on algae, dafnia and fish and other tests for a 

more cost-effective testing will be continuously promoted. 

Dr Stella Canna - Hichaelidou 

Secior Chemist 

For Director State laboratorv 
• 

Nicosia, June 1995 
TA h~·Hr 1 c~ 
-C- '-·• • ' • . ., 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cyprus, is an island in the East Mediterranean Sea, with 

an area of 10,000 square kilometres and an est.i.ated popula

tion of 700,000 citizens. The population conaiata of approxi

mately 82' Greek Cypriots and 18' Turkish Cypriots. 

Cyprus is an independent sovereign State since 1960. 

However, the Northen part of the island (about 37t cf the 

total territory) is occupied by Turkey since 1974. 

The economy of the islar.d displays most of the character

istics of a developed European economy while, at the same time 

is preserving conditions of growth, stability and proqressive 

welfare improvement. The economy depends greatly on the 

rapidly growing tourist industry and on the export of agricul

tural and industrial products to the European Union (E.U.) to 

which Cyprus has applied for full membership. 

Population growth is on average 0.74' per year. Though 

population pressure is moderate in Cyprus, the small size of 

the island makes it very sensitive to issues of development 

and environment. During the last 20 years Cyprus has wit

nessed the largest increase of its urban population and the 

biggest growth of the tourism and the industrial and agricul

tural sector. These changes have brought about a number of 

problems namely increased pollut.ion levels and waste produc

tion. The intensive agriculture and the use of pesticides and 

fertilizers, have threatened the island's fragile envicor..ment 

and especially its water resources. 
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The Government of Cyprus baa endorsed the principles of 

sustainable development. It has undertaken a methodical effort 

to inteqrate environmental considerations into those of its 

econoaic and social development policy. 

2. BHVIROHMBHTAL IMPACT ASSESSMBHT Ill CYPRUS 

2.1 Kilestones in its development 

Since 1988 and despite the lack of Legislation, it has 

been the Government's declared policy for environmental impact 

assessments to be carried out for all major public development 

projects. This was considered as an essential step towards the 

target of Sustainable Development. 

Many projects were subjected to the Environmental Impact 

Assessment process. The most significant studies were the fol

lowing:-

The construction of 

streaa Altrotiri Salt 

Kourris Daa : Impacts on the down

Lalte, and on the watersheds of 

Dhiarizos, Bzousa and Li.Jmatis rivers. 

The Installation and Operation of the Central 

Treat.ent Plant of Li..massol-Aaathus: Impacts on 

environment. 

Sevaqe 

the sea 

The Conatructioo and Operation o! the Vassilikoa Power 

Station: Impacts on the aurroundin9 area. 

In addition, simplified environmental impact assessment 

procedures proposed by the Priority Action Plan of UNEP, were 

first tested in Cyprus on two pilot projects, namely the Lar-
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naca Sewerage Syste• (aea outfall) and a Marina in Paphoa. 

In June 1991 an Inteqrated Syatem for Environmental 

Iapact Assessment, baaed on the BBC Directive 85/337 waa 

approved by the Council of Miniatera (Deciaion 35.700 of the 

20th June, 1991). Thia deciaion followed a relevant Decision 

for the exaaination of request• for mining and quarrying 

licences (Decision 33.485 of the 9th of Hay, 1990). 

The overall ai.JD of the Decision for EIA i~ to promote 

Sustainable Development in Cyprus and pollution prevention. 

Special emphasis is given to the :-

protection of habitats and natural heritage, 

prevention of environmental pollution, and 

prevention of effects on the coastal and the aarine envi

ronment. 

Specific provisions for !IA are included in the Fra.ework 

Law on the Environment which ia expected to be adopted in 

1996. This Legislation will be the back.bone of the EIA imple

mentation and will i.mprov~ its effectiveness. 

2.2. Institutional and Le<Ji~lative Framework 

Pending the adoption of the above mentioned Law, the EIA 

concept is implemented within the framework of three exist

ing Laws: a) the Town and Country Planning Law and b) the two 

Laws on the Control of Pollution of Waters and Atmosphere from 

Industrial Sources. These Laws, provide the responsible auth

orities w~th the power to apply the concept by r.~quiring EIA 

study prior to the granting of a permit or registration. 
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A Technical COlllittee for BIA (BIAC) ha• been eatabliahed 

in 1991 with the aandate to i..mplemen~ the Ministerial Decision 

of 1991 and to promote further the BIA concept. Thi• Coma.ittee 

is a Technical ara of the Inter-ministerial Envi~on.ent Com

mittee. Me.here of thia COlllll.ittee are representatives of 

various Ministries, :Jepart.JDenta and Services (Appendix I). 

2.3 BIA: The process 

The EIA process is a three tiered approach. In the first 

tier, Tier I, screening of projects to be subjected to the EIA 

process is done by the Authorities implementing the above men

tioned Laws. Projects fallinq in one or more of the followinq 

categories have to be aubjected to the EIA process: 

Large projects of the public and the private sector with 

an estimated construction cost exceeding 1,7 mECUs, 

Projects located outside local plans, village development 

boundaries, animal husbandry areas and industrial zones 

of limited degree on annoyance,. 

projects developed in state property, and 

specific projects which were judged by their nature, to 

cause impacts to the environment independently of their 

location and /or size (Appendix II ' Ref EEC/85/337) 

In the Tier II, a Preliminary EIA (PEIA) is requested for 

projects falling in one or more of the above categories. Thia 

is prepared by the proposer and the 

submitted for evaluation to the 

(EIAC). 

competent Auth~rity and 

EIA Technical Committee 
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The PEIA has to be prepared at an early ataqe of the pro

ject• a design aa part of ita overall feaaibility atudy. More 

specifically the PEIA: 

a) for a private project haa to be incorporated in the 

licensing procedure prior to the issuing of Town Planning 

Permit or any other permit necessary for the project 

operation, 

b) for a governmental/public project it has to be submitted 

at the stage of the proposal of the relevant budget prior 

to its approval. 

Following the evaluation by the EIAC, the PEIA ~an either 

be accepted as it is or after amendments. The project is then 

released to proceed further. 

For those projects the execution or operation of which is 

judged to inflict considerable impacts on the environment, the 

PEIA is submitted by the EIAC to the Environment Committee for 

further consideration, with suggestions for either substantial 

amendments or for preparation of a full Environmental Impact 

Assessment Study. In the latter case, term~ of reference or a 

table of contents for the required EIA are prepared by the 

EIAC based on relevant EC guidelines. The process is schemati

cally shown in Fig.1 
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2.4 The .implementation of BIA in Cyprus 1991-199~: Proqreaa 

and need.a for further development 

Nwaerous projects related to industrial, aniaal husbandry 

and tourism establishments, Dams, Electrical Power Stations, 

Marinas, Treatment Plants etc. have been subjected to the EIA 

process. Since 1991 , 165 studi~s have been evaluated 124 of 

which had the status of a preliminary EIA and 41 the status of 

full EIA. As it is shown in Fig. 2, the yearly No. of studies 

has increa3ed tremendously from the year 1994 reflecting the 

growing importance given to the implementation of the EIA con-

cept. The av~rage annual No. of studies is 47 and corresponds 

to 1 study per 15.000 inhabitants. This figure is favourably 

compared with similar figures from EU countries. (Ref. 8). 

Despite this progress, we believe that the implementation 

and the effectiveness of the EIA concept has not yet reached 

its full potential. Based on our experience the following are 

considered as key elements to be further de"eloped. 

l) Stcenqthenin9 of the :Legislation, vith specific provi-

si :.:ts. 

2) Development of an Integrated Ioforaation Management 

System (IIMS) and more Objective Assessment Methodol

oqie~ The IIMS should provide information on the status 

of the environment, existing trendc, baring capacities of 

various sectors and capabilities for forecasting future 

developments and al ternatiV·.! scenarios. Computerized 

data c0llection, and retrieving ( i.e. via GIS system) 

I 
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will alao allow the identification of interactiou, ayu

ergiatic or aecondary illpact9 and will aupport e7entually 

• more rational., holliatic and objective aaaea..ant. 

3) Integration of Bealth Criteria into Bll and •trenqt:henin9 

of Health component of the BIA. The riab of adverse 

health effect• and the c08ta of avoid.in9 auch riab bas 

to be incorporated intc the IIA procesa. A practical 

model proposed by WBO can be effectively applied to this 

end in particular for acreening secondary and higher 

level health impacts. (Appendu III, from WBO 1987, 

Refl2). The BIA in Cyprus has not taken so far a auffi

ciently broad view of the ef fecta on health of the pro

posed developments aainly due to the lack of sufficient 

data. 

4) Promotion of problea-oriented research to fulfil gaps in 

e~isting inf or11ation 

S) Development of an effective 90nitorinq, re-evaluation 

post-audit and feedback mechani ... The lack of this 

mechanlsa constitutes at the present one of the weakest 

point in our proceas, and 

q) Continuous training of all those involved in the pro-

ceso. 

In addition to the above practical measures, the iJDple-

mentation of !IA haa to be gradually ah ·.tted towards the 

level of policy making and atrategic planning. This will be a 

step forward for a more integrated assessment and sustainable 

development. The concept of the so called Strategic Environ-
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mental Asseessmeat is already promoted within the European 

Union and a new Directive is expected as an outcoaae. 

During the last years 5 years it has been a remarkable 

development in the implementation of EIA in Cyprus, which des

pite its deficiencies can be favourably compared with what iS 

going on in other european countrie•. The State General Lab

oratory as a Member of the E!A Committee, is contributing 

towards continuous development of the EIA, particularly of its 

components related to the assessment and prevention of envi

ronmental pollution and illlpacts on Public Health. In addi

tion, the State General Laboratory with its broad range of 

expertise, research and monitoring activities is an essential 

source of information for EIA studies. 

The Protection of Public Health and Environment is not 

only a national priority, but is alao an international one. 

The aim of sustainable development of our planet and the dream 

for a Bealthy Universe are difficult but achievable tasks. 

International cooperation and understanding are essential pre

requisites for their achievement. 

Cooperation in the field of EIA, promoted and reinforced 

by international Organizations ~like UNIOO, UNEP, WHO etc) 

will promote mutual understanding, transferring of knowledge, 

and at the same time will bring about a more cost - effective 
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use of resources. I believe that this Workshop on the imple

mentation of GIS systems as a tool for IIA , organized by the 

ICS of UHIDO and the International BnviroDJ1ent Institute of 

Malta, is a step forward to this target. 

I will end my presentation with an abstract taken from a 

UNEP publication on EIA, in 1987. 

•1IAa 11ea11 better, more successful projects; they are a 

good investment in the future for ~th the developer, the 

economy, the environment and the society.• 
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APPBHDIX I 

Member• of the BIA C~ttee 

1. Bnvironmental Coneervation Service (Secretariat) 

2. Ministry of Health 3. Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

4. Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance 

5. Ministry of Public Works 

6. Ministry of the Interior 

7. Planninq Bureau 

8. Dep~rtment of Town Planninq and Housing 

9. State General Laboratory 

10. Cyprus Tourist Organisation 



APPEHDII II 

Type of project. aubjected to BIA 

Independently of their aize and/or location) 

Tourist installations and residential building complexes 

covering an area of more than four hectares 

Aquaculture projects 

Coastal camping sites 

Recreation areas and sporting facilities covering an 

area 

Coastal improvement and protection structures 

Ports, marinas, fishing shelters and breakwaters 

Wastewater and sludge treatment plants 

Solid and liquid disposal areas 

Toxic and hazardous wastes disposal areas 

Animal husbandry areas 

Hospital installations 



APPENDIX III 

Health and Safety 
Component of 
Envir Jnn1ental Impact 
Assessment 

of ':o:rc\~ , tlOJ.\t b.t.ul rot.:c,; ... 1\.,.JJ.. 

~u.~ ~ {~e CO•~~~·,\\~ o.~ftc\J... 

The E HI A model 

by WHO 

J. Asstss ~lrect t~pacts on environ~ental para~eters. 

2. Asses! indirect impa~cs on envl1onoental parameters. 

3. Scrten envlronrnental pa1a"1eters 1.·hfch have a health 
significance (environmental heai~h factors). 

4. Assess increase of expcsure. 

5. Assess increase in risk-group populations. 

6. Assess health impacts (mortality and •orbldity). 

decision 
making-

'· 

EHIA' 

EIA 

·-~ v HR~ 
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Development and Environment in Egypl 

Kbalcd A Moussa 
Natioml Instibdc of Occanogppb.y 

&Fahaics 
Alexandria. Egypt 

In 3 country "ith 3 rapidly growing population of about 65 millions. development is a must 
that c31Ulol be escaped. On the other hand. it is the role of 3cadcmia and research centers 
to maintain bal.lnce and find solutions for conrradictions bclWcen devclopmcent needs and 
envirorunent prote.;tion requirements. These two facts have been remed since the early 
l 980's in Egypt and have resulted in a pr~-ely increasing collaboration between 
diff ercnt institutions at all lcvelc; toward the achievement of the national goal of '"enhancing 
development and saving en\ironment". This h:Lc; culminated in 1994 through the issue of 
Enviroruncnt Law (Llw Nr. 4, 1994) and its executive rules. This Law has given authority 
in all matter relevant to environment to the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency 
(EEAA) located in Cairo with IOl:al affiliated boards in all govemorates of the country. In 
fact, the EEAA has been established and acting since the early 1980's. Under the 
Environment Law. all new projects are obliged to couduct EL~ in advance for licencing. 
The ELa\'s arc evaluated on scientific bases and modified. if necessary, to comply with the 
rules and regubtion~ 5i!I by the law. The existing firms hJS been allowed three years to re
adjust their situations according to the bw. Criminal pcnaltics have been set for violation 
of the law. 

In 1989, the ~ational Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries has been re-organized to 
include the Medilerranean, Red Sea and Infand Water Branches. B~ law, it is a non-profit 
research organization and ~ the natiol1.11 c~-pcrtisc house in ail maaen rdevant to the 
nWnlCIWICC .llld dcvclopmcnl of the aquatic CDWOJUncnls of the S~. In facl, the 
National Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries, Alexandria has been established and 
working with rhc aquatic environments since 1918. With the beginning; of the 1990's, 
h~. it has reoriented its activities to be more consistent with development 
requirements and the new approaches in CZM. Thus, about 30 ElA slUdics have been 
conducted during the period 1990-1995. These comprised acti\.ities ranging from tourism 
through oil cxploraricn and production, 10 hJrbour·~ installation. In order lo enhan~e its 
capabilities. It has csublishetJ PC platform for image processing and GIS application in 
CZM. Such an approach would be very useful in a coua.lry with coasdines of abour 2.500 
Km long that are almost exclusively non-developed ycr. 

Although RS techniques ha~ been introduced inro Egypt since the mid 1970's, it was wttil 
very recenlly when lhe GIS lechniques have been inrrodcced. In a srudy for the porential 
impact.s of accckrard sea kvd rise on :\k\.:mdria 1..j0vcmcr:itc. El-Racy cl al. (1994) 
ohram:::d the :ollowin~ r.:>ulb 
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govErnP.rate of Ale..~andria (Census, 1986; as displayed by 
GIS. 
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ENEA (halian National Agency for New Technology, Energy and the 
Environment) 

ENEA is the Italian government agency responsible, under Law 282 of 25 August 1991, for 
the areas of new technology. energy and the environment. Its two fundament.iil tasks are to 
conduct research in these areas and to diffuse the re:;ults natior.ally. 

More panicularly. ENEA's activities involve: 

* research. development and testing of innovative t~chnologies and equipment. and transfer 
of innovations to industry and agriculture; 

"developmem of technologies. equipment and component.., designed to exploit renewable 
energy ~uurces and to save energy, and stimulation of demand for them: design. 
construction and testing of demonstration plants: 

•re..,e;.uch and testing of innovat1\·e nuclear reactors possessing greater inhert::m or pa~sive 
,afety: dismantling of fuel cycle sy..;tems in earlier generaticn nuclear power plants: 

"'re,ear~·~ on nuclear fusion in extensi\e collaborat.on \l ith the Italian and international 
sc1ent1fic commumues: 

*environmental surveying and monitoring; research and assessment of the impact of 
productive activities of the human and natural environments; development of advanced 
technnlogies and new products with low environmental imp.ic!. 

In addition. ENEA is responsible for the licensing and control ".· ail operations involving the 
peaceful use of nuclear energy; these acii•1!ties are conducted by the Depanment of Nuclear 
Safety and Health Protection (DISP). 

The :\gency. which has a staff of ;.uound 5000. is present throughout haly. operating nine 
major Research Centres and a number of smaller facilities. 
ENVIFOr\MENT - The purposes of ENEA's actirnies m ihis area are to: 

*characterize the morphological and functional aspects of the environment in relation to local 
human acCi\'itic .• ; 

•study the effects on man and the environment of harmful substances resulting from 
economic activities: 

*develop and promoac innovative technologies for the health and environment sectors; 

*asse~s and reduce environmental impacts in industrial and residential t\reas, in pan by 
dcvc:loping advanced rechnologies: 

•help plan actions aimed al recuperating ecosystems or safeguarding areas under by 
environmental threat 

•a~.certain the starus of the .\.kditcrranean marine environment. m part by testing advanced 
1echnolog1e': 

*contrihutc to rc:.carch. particularly in the Mcditcrran('an <1rea. on thr: effects of the energy 
l..")'cll· on ~loh;1f i'lun;,[c. 



ENEA E~VIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
(Technical-scientific services for public administrations and industries I 

* EIA and SITING 
-Studies and ;ntervention of specialized equipe. 
-Production of software. 

* AIRBORNE REMOTE SENSING 

* DEVELQPMENT OF SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING AND SUPPORT TO DEOSION 
( Atmosphert!) 

* ECOAUDIT and ECOL.A.BEL 

--->land knowledge---> SW for s1tmg and GIS (sintesi) 

--->activities control ---> for managing flux of matters and goods (proper) 

--->environmental resocrces recovery --->SW for optimizing 
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APPLICATIONS OFG.l.S. AND RELATED ACTIVlTlES IN ENEA 
(Knowledge) 

~ONTROLLl!\G !MONffORING AND ANALYZING ECOSYSl tMSl 

* Coastal lakes and lagunes: 
- Analysis (soil. water. air, vegetation, fauna, etc.) bv tinecl on-site measurements. 
- Mdelling of typical phenomena (pollutants diffu!;ion in the ecosystems); eutrophization of 

lake ar.d cyclical anossic crisis; coastal erosion; hydrodinamic of water movements. \;tC.). 
- Monitoring main environmental paraineters (in real time) in order to control systems a'ld to 

suppon decisions. 
- Remote sensing and operation of remote monitoring statior.s technological development 
- Examples: Venice. Comacch10/Delta of Po river/Caprolace (latina)/Orbetello 

!Grosserol'[~ew activity: coastal lakes in Puglia regionj. 

* Seas and coasts: 
- Analvsis ( -- ) bv direct measuremenrs. 
- Modelling (Hydrodinamic for great m1sst:~ and for close coast syscems. /---/1 

\tnnill.,ring by cydical measurement campaign: 
- Techncl0gics dcvelopmenr 
- Examples: studies of t:ros1on and pollution for vanous lcalian coasts/dara base on 

\fediterranean Sea v.-;!ter all a rounu :taly. 

* Par'<s and temtories of particular biotopical and naturalistic value: 

- Analysis(---) 
- Modelling 
- Monitoring 
- Examples: Br:>simone area. Pollino park. etc. 

* l"rban Are.is: 
- Modelling and analyzing phenomena (air pollution. vehicular traffic. warming-up and local 

climate) of interest; 
- Monitoring (Big problem!!! Measurements in real time mixed with statistical model and 

algoritms [i.e. air qualny -->meas pollutants. level of trdfic. emissions by \'l.~hicles and 
heal/freezing plants/sodar meas. Classification of :lim:Jte and air stabili~y condition. 
metorological prcdicuon for local area -->knowledge of environmental matrix and 
possibility of c0ntrol and mirigacion] 

- Monitor.~g urbaniL.Ation and modification of towns (more sophisticated form of G.l.S.) 
- Controlling and mitigating 1Jf effects of human activities: 

INTERVENING AND MITIGATING__&FFECTS <BUSINESSl 

• G.l.S. for managemen! of productive activities (transport. wa,lc dispr,sal. good-, and 
maienab fluxc" 1ncr a spccifi: ha,in) 

* G. l.S. f.>r control and support to decision for public authmilics (lraffic, ecosystems. 
nacural emergency). 

* G.l.S. for E.I.A. and SITING 
(landfills and incinerations planrs sitin~ (main prohlcm riow in Iralyl. energy production 
plant'>. commcrnal ccnrcr,, ere L 



, . 

* G.l.S. and ccobalancc for e('osystem<: and activity (industriaUantropic) districts. 

* G.l.S. and remote sensing data base x foll·..>win~ the devetopment of human activiries and 
their impact on environment. 
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TIM Priority Actions Programme (PAP). 
implemented by the Regional Activity Centre (RAC) 
in Split, Croatia. is part of the Medilerranean Action 
Plan (MAP) or the United Nations Environment 
Progrc.mme (UNEP). Atthough PAP acts as one of the 
MAP Centre::. srnce 1978. it is a national inS1rtut1on 
with the buaget cind mandate to cany out a certarn 
number of MAP ac!!v1:;e:. in coastal areas of the 
Mediterranean Sea. 
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PAP is an action~nted organization ai!ned 
at canying out practical activities wh1Ch are expected 
to yield immediate resuns contributing to the 
protection and enhancement of the Mediterranedn 
environment. and to the strengthening of national and 
local capacities for integrated coastal ione 
management PAP cooperates with a large num!'.>er of 
Grganizat1ons in the UN system {UNEP. FAO. IMO. 
UNESCO, FOC WHO, IAE-~. WTO. UNDP). finanC1al 
1n!>lltutions (World Bank. E11ropean Investment Bank), 
other int,~rnational organizations (European Union. 
Council of Europe, IUCN. etc.). as well as 
1r.ten.ational inst1tutrons and consultancy companies 
PAP is also successful in attracting funds from ottter 
sources outside 1 JNEP!MAP which are used for the 

implementation of various activihes in the 
Mediterranean region. 

The prilcipal adivily of PAP is Integrated 
Coastal and Marine Areas Management (ICA.\t) 
wrthrn which. over the past ten years. a dear 
methodological approaeh has been defined, and a 
large number of plans. pro1eds and studies prepared. 
The intertJrsciplinary and multudisciplinaty nature of 
ICAM, as defined by PAP. ':'Vas strenghtened by the 
complementary elemer.ts of PAP e:-.pertise. 
composed of several priority actions :mplemented in 
the entire Mediterranean with the participation of 
almost all Mediterranean countnes in eaeh. as well as 
of relevant UN agencies and numerous international 
organizations and highly renowned experts 

&---
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A m9dleval pmc:e in the hlSfonc C«lfer or SpM (CrCMIU) 
,_ l'loullng PAP/RAC oMc:ee 



Priority field• 

Human settlt-nenls 1 

Priority 8Ctiona 

lntt!9· al4!d planning and management of Mediterranean coastal 
zones 

2 RehabilllabOn and reconstruction of Mediterranean h•stonc 
sewe.--~ 

land use plalVllng in earthquake ZDneS 

4 Solid and liquid wastes management 

Water resour • .,.~ 5 

Soil protection 6 

Tourism 7 

Aquaculture 8 

Rt>newabie sources of energy 9 

W~ resources management in lledilemn.ian islands and 
wata deficient areas 

Promotion ol sod protection as an essential element of the 
environmmCal protection of Mec:trterranean coastal zones 

~ ol Mecfllemlnean tourism harmonized with Che 
eoWonmenl 

Enwonmentaly !Sound management of Mediterranean 
aquaculure 

Application of renewable sources of energy 1n Mediterranean 
coast.al •eas 

10 Appiicatlori of a practical proceoure of Environmental Impact 
Assessment 

PAP's work is characterized by an iniegrated 
approach to the solution of complex problems of the 
coastal zones. and is carried out by multidisciplinary 
teams of experts which cooperate with the local 
institutions and experts, and contribute to tt1e 
strengtheniilQ of the institutional capacities of the 
countries in which PAP ope;a:c::. ,.. val11able 
methOdological tool prepared to this end are the 
Guidelines for Integrated Management of Coastal 
and Marine Areas prep:irE:d to.- the Ocean and 
Coastal Areas Programme Adivily Centre of UNEP. 
Otht tools used lo facilitate the preparation of ICAM 
programmes. plans and projects are Geographic 

Legene 

o~-a .... ~ 
0 flfO'..IOI' tr..irJng 

( ' OU1PJI ' ) 

vrs 

Information System (GIS). E1.vironmenta! lmpad 
Assessment (EIA). C·:ury1ng Capacity Assessment 
(CCA) for tounsm. economic instruments. etc. These 
tools are adapted to the conditions prevailing in the 
ma1onty of a.1ed1terranean countries. 

The PAP's inteqrated approaeh has been successfully 
tested in Coastal Area Management Programmes: 
(CAMPs), a specific and advanced form of 
cooperation of a:I MAP componen1s with national and 
local authorities and institutions in selected coastal 
areas 
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MAP CO~TAL AREA MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES (CAMPa) 

Definition: 
A fonn of ectv.nced collabotabon with r;etionaf and local euthonties and institutions based on pfinciples of sustameble 
~and 1ntegr.ted coastal area mamgement 
Main objectfvft: • to introduce or develop the process of Integrated planning and menagement of 
Mediterranean coast.al areas 

CAMP.._: 
t. Prep.r.tay: 

2. lmplemenUtion: 

· measures1 

! 3. Follow up: 
I 
i 

• to contnbut• to • susblinable dftWopmellt and environment prot9diofl 
• methodological frerTMIWOfk 
• piot ar.es 
• wider application of result'5 and eperienoes obtained in pilot .,.. 

• dabl c:oWdion 
• upgrading of capacities 
• enWonmentaf knowledge (essimilaliw capKity, ideulikltion or problems, 

climatic irnpeds) 
• programme formulation 
• data base 
• training 
• coastal area lCeNlrios (development, climatic changes) 
• integrF.ed planning an:f mar.agement studies (resource evaluation. impact 

assessment. •1eYelopment outlook. immediate and long-term mitigation 

• programtn.i of an integrated plan 
• preparation of an integrated plan 
• implementation 
• monitoring 
• re-ew1uat1on 

Over the period 1990-1995, PAP has been 
involved in the following CAMPs: 9The Kasleta BaY
(Croatia). "The Bay of lzmi,. (Turttey), "The Island of 
Rhodes" (Greece). "The Syrian Coastal Region·. and 
"'rhe ;,. 'l~ian Coasr. Another rwo \The Area of 
Fuka" - Egypt, and "Sfax· - Tunisia) have been 
recently launched. 

The Kastela Bay is located at the eastem coast 
of the Adriatic Sea, in the immediate vicinity of the 
town of Split. It is one of the Adriatic areas which have 
suffered intensive degradation due to uncontrvlled 
d~velopment of industry, and fast growth of 
surrounding villages and the town of Split. as well as 
to a total absence of adequate measures for the 
reduction of urban and induslrill poUWorl. The 
principal objectives of this project were: to complete 
the knowt~e on the causes and consequences of 
pollution; to identify prerequisites for treatment and 
discharge of urt>an waste waters into the bay and the 
adjacent Brae Char.nel: to contnbute to the solution of 
the water supply problems; to introdrJce GIS; and to 
develop a concept of urban waste water collection. 
treatment and disposal. The Wol'1d Bani( and METAP 
ottered a partial support to the programme which was 
used for the preparation of the conceptual design of 
the waste water management system The results of 
the MAP pro1ect. and the results achieved throu:-Jh the 
WB contribution. served as an input to a l.:.rger 
national pro1ect related to the raflonal management of 
the r:.:sources of the Kastela Bay area. 

3 
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The Integrated M8nagemen1 Study for the Are• 
of lzmir is the final output of CAMP '"The Bay of 
Izmir"". The COOOlbation around the Bay of Izmir has 
lhe population dose to 1.5 rnilion inhabitants (1990 
records). Numerous industrial activiies impact heavily 
on the environment and, in particular. on the water 
quality of the Bay and the shofe areas. Since the 
1960s. the urban growth has been devouring the 
space of the metropolitan area reganfless of the value 
of its natural resources. one of its most evider.: 
consequences being the indisaiminlte occupation of 
Ufban land for illegal housing. ns principle objective is 
to help the national and local aulhorities to change the 
existing trends of Qil>Wth 800 development, and to 
check further environmental degradation, resource 
depletion and vafious poNutiorH'elated Umages by 
implementing the ICAM process aimed to achieve 
sustainable development in the area. 

c_;..:'\.t? "TH£ BA'I GF IZMIR" 

LA~D liS~ OPTIOl\S . ._.. .... ...,~ 
.......... ,....., .;»t..;J ...... 
·_.,. . .--..... 

~-..,.~·~ .... f ·" - .... -~ ~ 
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One of tne most valuable outputs of CAMP 
"The Syrian Coastal Region"' is the Coastal 
Resources M3nagement Plan baSed on the findings of 
a preliminary study wtuch identified the main 
environmental problems and provided guidance for 
sustainable developmeo~ cif tt1e region. The Coastal 
Resources Managemer1f Plan is addressed to the 
Syrian authorities. dec1s1on makers and inst1tut1ons 
w1!h the aim to promote the pohcy of rational use and 
~rotec11on of Synan coastal resources As almost all 

CAMP "THF. S\'RH~ COASTAi. NF.GION" 
SUITABll.IT\' MODEi. FOR URBAN/RI Ir \! <~ROWTH 

I tf.t 'I> 

·--

vital resc ... rces of the region (waler. agricultural land. 
infrastrudure. large urban settlements, natural and 
cuhural values) are located in a comparatively narrow 
coastal zone. the Plan focuses on the sea. the ccastal 
strip and beaches. The Plan has succeeded to 
introduce a planning concept which is sympathetic to 
the sensitivity of coastal resources. One of it~ . 
objectives is to prevent 1ibbon developments along 
the coastline. Basing itself on the principles and 
philosc~y of sustainable developme,., the Plan 
recommends the relevant management and protection 
measures. particular1y in the aoma;n of land and sea 
use. aiming to save the endangered resources and 
enable their propetty c.....ntrolled •~ation. 

"WMe Cliffs" - a prO!eclfd section o4 llw Syr11n COISf 
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The !ISiand of Rhodes is one of the most 
important tourist deslinalionS of GnhK:e •nd of the 
entire eastern Medilemtnt!H. lnlensive de~nenl 
of tounsm resulted in tourism becoming the dominant. 
if not the only economic activity in the island, 
overbuilding. a.id complete saturation of some parts 
of the island. while the plans of tourism development 
were onented to d further intensive and uncontrolled 
development In such a context. the MAP CAMP was 
given the following objedives: to prepare a sectof'ial 
an31ysis of an available resowces (water resources. 
'raditional and renewable sources of energy, canying 
capacity for tourism, areas of special historic or 
natural value); and to detennine the degree of 
eravironmenlal pollution {monitoring of the adjacenl 
sea. liquid wasre man.gemen1 system). The ~ of 
the PR>if!d were presented in the Integrated Planning 
Study for the Island of Rhodes wtuch envisages. 
among others. a moderate. sustainable development 
of tourism. and strengthening of other economic 
adivil1es, and defines water resources and liquid 
waste management systems for the island. The 
sec--Ond phase of this project, still in course, is entirety 
financed t.y EIB-MET AP 

A-'•"'-'• -.&•4,:;!'" •:.~~).vlN° 
,'•' ~-t ':: ....... """' t•:»fi"11t ....... 
. Ji "-1 .-::: • .t•,: :-. ..,..o.-;,· .. ~~--

... ..__......_, 

--J --.... .-._ •I..,.,_ __ 

·- -......... -. . -,_.,.,_ .._ __ 
. :...-..---.... -· ·-·---.. -, ~-,..- .... _ ~ - .......... 
""'-~--- "j ·-·--··-

Partly owing to Albania's long economic and 
social isolation. its coastal environment 1s still 
relatively intact. However. some localized coastal 
areas are already severely impacted by human 
activities which are nt:gatively affecting bolh human 
helath and degrading the pr'>duC11v1ty of manne and 
cvastal ec:.os;stems. CAMP "The Albanian Coast" 
focuses on the coastal region of Durres-\..'l0ra ~h1ch 1s 

expected to take the heaviest devetopmenl ~. 
and where competition over the 8loc:alion and use of 
ccoistal .net marine resources. iilcluding specie, is 
li~ely to be the severest. The major objectives of the 
Programme are to propose thE management ot 
coastal resources on a sustainable basis through the 
process of integrated planning and management, and 
to provide guidelines for eliminating the land-use and 
other problems this coastal region is faced wilh. 

- ~:·v! ·-. h.!
.. : ;.a -:O! • .! ., 

.. ~ ~-- --____ .,,.. __ .. . -...... -~. --- . -· 
:- .. 
...-.. ........ ·• . -- -·· ~· . -. - - - . 
• 

• 
• 

Owing to their very extensive expertise, PAP 
and Dobbin Milus International (DMI) have been 
entrusted by the Wor1d Bank to prepare, as a joint 
ventL•re, an overall Coastal Zone Manag~nt Plan 
for the remaining two Albania's coastal regio.1s - the 
NOf'th and the South RegkHl. The pinciple goals of 
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this Plan are to contribute to: (a} biodiversity 
protection of marine and terrestrial environments; (b) 
tourism development; and (c) institutional capacity 
bullding. The Plan proposes a general strategic 
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kamewoltt and specif.c areas Md calegories ot 
protection. identifies tourism developmenl bf type and 
zone. and reoommends Klions towards the 
improvement of !egal. institutional end caplbility 
structures. 

The principal advantage of PAP is its 
experience in carying out ICAM projects. Small. 
but competent and highly efficient staff in Split proved 
capable of Simunaneously creating, 01ganizing and 
implementing a large number of various adivities 
(projects. missions. meetings. seminars. wortshops. 
training courses}. as witn~ by high acclaim from 
Mediterranean countries. Also. in the implementation 
of large projeds and complex tasks. PAP makes 
~rtung ceinnedions with other institutions with 
commendable ease. even outside the MAP 
framewort. PAP gained experience and proved 
efficiency in managing proiects finanC' .. ~ by ihe Wor1d 
Bank (Coastal Zone Manc;gement in Albania) and 
European Investment Bank within the MfTAP 
programme (Kastela Bay. Island of Rhodes) 

(m the other hand. the PAP's reputation in 
ICAM extends beyoncJ the Mediterranean region . 
which prompted UNEP to enga,e it as the lezd;flG 
i11Stitution for the ICAM programme for the Eastern 
Africa {UNEP in cooperation with FAO, USAIO and 
the Unive1sity or Rhode Island. USA) and for Western 
Africa. 

Beach rocks anc wnd dl.Jf'lff o~ Xa1-Xa1 a coeet.1 .,., .. , Mo.zamblque 
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Priority Actions Programme', 
Coastal Area Managernent Programmes, 
C\verview of GIS Related Activities 2 

In ft:.:> period 198~-93, the Mediterrc. ·ean Action F!an (MAP) has been implementing four Coastal 
Areas Management Programmes (Ci ~..1Ps): The Kastela Bay. i :ie Island of Rhodes. The Bay ot 
Izmir cind The Syrian Coast. Priority A. trons Programme (PAP) has been participat;ng in activities 
whrch fall within its terms of reff~rence One of the most important activities within each of the 
above CAMPs was the preparation of tht: 'ntegrated Planning Study. covering a selected coastal 
area As a separate c>-:tivity within the four Jn-going CAMPs. ~raining was organized on GIS and 
pcAR: INFO One of the outputs ot this act111 'Y rs lhe development of GIS applicatrons supporting 
planning activities within the CAMPs. This report presents final synthesis of the experience gained 
rn the training pwgramme Apart from the final reports for each of the four CAMPs. which were 
prepared usrng site-specific approach. rn this document a topic-specific aoproach is used. 

2 The p:...;RCdNFO software (to be used on non-commercral basis). IORISI software. and a part ot 
the hardware (;QuipMent in PAP GIS lab were acqui;ed by kindness of EnvironmentJI Sys•cms 
Research ln!.titute (ESRI). Redlands. USA (manufacturer o. pcARC/INFO). United Nations 
Envrrcnmen: Programme - Glob<il Resources lnfonnation Database (IJNEP-GRID}. Nairobi. and 
Unrteo Nation!: Institute for Training and ReseJrch (UNITAR). Geneva Furthermore. UNEP-GRID 
an,l UN:TAR cirri!·d out the GIS training programme in Sph: wifhrn the CAMP 'The Kastela Bay" 
r=..:; !~,, ~-<lining programme within other three CAMPs. PAP, UNiTAR and UNEP-GRID , ov1ded 
rcARC :•JFO software. wtlile local authon11i>c; prov1rle<1 h;irdware equipment 

3 The ri'.<..ilts of the activrlie5 wrth1n the four on-go111g CAMPs can be surnrr:ar1zc•J as rr:1.:-.vs 

• A GIS lab was established; 

• The locc>I GIS team was trained on GIS and pcARCllNFO; 

• A GIS database was prepared. covering environmental. socio-economic and resource data. 

• For ttie needs of the Integrated Planning Study. a p1lot-application was prepared and developed 
by local GIS and planning team. 

4. Training programme on GIS within the four MAP CAMPs · 1as generally carried out in the following 
phases 

• Basic training course (introlluctron to GIS and pcARC/INFO for :tie leaders or local GIS 
1t~ams). 

Pr1urily ; .• : . 'r''• F'r,.(11arnmi:/Reg1onal .A.cl1v1ly Center. !'.:plrt, Cro;ilra. lel 385-21-43 4'.°J). f;s( 385 21· 
361 617 

: .=rPpar1:rl by Gr·;lr.o ~erlengr. PAP/RAC Consultant for fCAM and GIS 
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• First follow-up (d3ta input and eci:ting for the pilot-application): 

• Second mission (training course - spatial analysis and modeling. cartographic produr.ion 
Work en the ptlot-applic.Jhon): 

• Second follow-up (spatial anc;ly5~s for the needs of the plot-apolication. Preparation of plotter 
outputs). 

• Third mission (work on the pilot-appiication); 

• Third follow-up (final work on the pilot-application); 

• Fourth mission (training rour::;e on advanct:d capabilities of pcARC/INFO); 

• Final mission (presentation of the results of the training programme and final report to the 
representatives of loc<!I authornie~. Discussion on and evaluation of the training programme). 

5. A number of GIS pilot applications were undertaken as a part of trnining programme targeting to 
support planers' adivifies within the context of the Integrated Planning Studies preparation. They 
were of two broad types: problem--0riented and inventory-r£:1ated appli:ations. 

Problem-oriented applications could be viewed <tS orie-time analyses or ~imul2:ions of a 
specific problem wrth1n the area in concern. Such applications do nor always require a large 
database. but a greater flexibrlity of its use Problem-onented applications developed during the 
tr::!1ning programme are Regional Scale Urban Su:tability Model tor the Area of Izmir. Suitability 
.-!.nalys1s for Tounsm Development (Rhodes). Model of Attractiveness for Growth/Development 
and Potential lmpad upon Coasta! Zone Reso1.1rces (Syria). Site Quafity Assessment within the 
Histonc Core of Sr ':t (Kastela Bay). and Applicallon of GIS ior Valuation of Soils for the Study 
Area around Trog1r (Kastela Bay). 

In that sense. the regional scale urban suitability model for the area of Izmir was undertaken 
as a part of the Integrated Planning Study preparation (CAMP "The Bay of lzmir"-Turll~v) The 
!ThJJei airr ed at the assessment of the land suttab1hty for urban development within the Izmir area 
Its purpose was to support the phase of the ear1y evaluation of urban development possibilities 
within the area under the concern. The final result of the model is given in Figure 1. 

The basic concept of the model was defined by anaiysis of interactions be~een the thre;? se!s cf 
mu!ua:1,. rela:ed factors !ocafi:;ns development actions and environmen!JI impacts These factors 
may be ... omb.ned in several different ways to derive at least three types of models. In this case 
the developmental action (urban growth) and environmental effects that should be minimized (loss 
of agncullural land. deforeslallon. waler pollution) were known. so rt was possible to define the 
criteria and then to evaluate and map the most :ind the least surtable locations 

The e .. i'•.: ,•10n was rn 1de b'V me::sns of 1dc-n 1 ,f~ing !he set r spatial factors whose cumula!1ve 
eff~·ct <1t:lt•11mr.e the d ~ree of su1tab111!y cf :;ire for urban development In ~eeprng with the defined 
~·!•i-:::0.-.rn.:·ntal ;:icr ~n .1nc! en~1ronmf :·,ra1 L'~r.~c::. vf the proposed model. tt.e follow111g factors were 
chosen 

• srte slope; 

• soil fertility: 

• terr lrn stability: 

• land cover types. 

• distance from ro3ds and railroads: 

• distance from tl'e existing sewer and water supply sy~em; 

• water protected areas. 

Sin.:e land variables are not. in reality. all equally impo .• ant in determining site suitabi11fy. so the 
or1e1. in order lo 1ie more reliable. shoult1 incorporate varying degrees of their 1mrur1arice or 

w~1'.Jhls /..! !he sam~ time. if was learned fh;it the m.:inrpulation of d1fft>renl wr:iallrs w1! h ,., 1rwal 
!; ·"·rf.ry", '/ .. '11111 ~ie lilfher ( 11•nh".i-,r1ml' (:11W,•''j1JCl'lfly, fh~ <.IH!atJ!f!fy IT~(Hftof1n9 i;(r1r •·.-·, was 
1 ""'pl1~ff·:y r1~rform ~d w1th1ri C·IS frarm•.-.urk In !his cw,e, the u'.',efui;;~-o. cf GIS w;i•, ,,.,.,igri1Lcd 
P1r•11i'Jl1 1f<; atHl1!y .o cross r.c,rrelale ~p,if1ally rlrstrit,uted fa.~lors ;rno related attr1buft·c, and lo 
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. . 
~rfrmn w!lh ease relatively complex quantitative measurement :>f site svitab11ily. This is, among 
others. on~ of the major advartages Iha! GIS holds over manual techniques. 

The secori1 ex.ar.iple includes the suitability analysis for tourism deveJopment This api:;licatron 
...-as de·1eloped as a part of the Integrated Plannmg Study prepar<11;or. for !he 'sland :>f Rhodes. 
and reprec.ents a pre!iminary ":te selection analysis searching for "free" areas which are suitable in 
size. shape ar.d position for tourism development The application is illustrated in Figu1e 4. 

The st.u1ing point for the anes:ysis was an assurr.pMn that for any tourism development should 
exist some basic attraction. Ir: lhe case of the Island o~ Rhodes. it is proximity of tue natural sandy 
beadles This is the case (fractica!ly with no e'<ception) with the all tourist installations on the 
lsfand. So. the are~s or the search wt·re reduced oo bufferetJ (1km) zones around existing sandy 
beaches on the east co<1st oi the Island of Rhodes. In the nex1 step, from tilese zones the land 
categories such as bui•t up a:eas. forests, fertile land, streams' heds. protected sites (buffered) 
et.:: .• wer axciuded. T'ie procedure desc.tibed is preliminary level analysis and ii should be 
continued with more in depth ~xaminalions of these •fr.-e• areas (e.g. field survey)_ 

The third e.x3mple is t. 1e suitability model for the smng of industry within the Kastela Bay. Tile 
ai·alys1s focused on ;~~s flex ble indu~tnal branches those branches which demand large a;eas. 
generate significant incorr.ing-:iutcoming traffic. etc Pt. limited set of criteria was used. referred to: 

• !he natural conditions and the value of the study area: 

• the present use .Jnd the development of the area: 

• !he accessibility and fittings of the sites. 

The first ~hase of ana.ysis roughly categorized the st'..ldy area into the following categories: 

• occupied areas; 

• naturally unsuitable _,1f·:s. 

• partially valuable and conserved sites. 

• relatively free. naturally more or Jess acceptable sites. which are •ne potential sites for the siting 
of industry 

T~e cb;~:lrve of 'r:s phase ... as to r1elermine areas v.t";1ch ha 0j to be excluded from furthr::r analysis 
(the first three ot !he above categories). The following limitation factors were .;onsidered: 

• Site slope of over 20%. 

• Areas within 1.JOm from lhP existing streams 

• Aret1s which con5f!h1~e potential finds. 

• Sites of particular nah:rat value. 

• Bu1!t-up and developed areas 

• Protective cornoor of the airport. 

• A1 ~as of special use 

For the rP.st of the sludy area a ll:iear weighted model was applied. using the following cntena 

• Site slope. 

• C;irr1ing r..apar.ity; 

• Land use. 

• Dist;,nce from main roads. 

• D1c.!:-ince frr,rn refrilr!1on point. 
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. . . 
• Compadness (shape) of lhe site 

T11e ·~suits of the analysis. can be summarized as fo:rows 

• Th~ skdy area has lhe low degree of its atrracliveness for the siting of less flex1l)le industry. 

• W.th1n lhe polenllally su;labl~ ar£:as (i.e. areas nol exclude.j 1n the first phase of lhe analys1sJ. 
t~.e unsuitabie and less suitable sites ;;re domrn;:;lmg Orily 6% of lhe study area was 
categorized as suitable. 

The fol'rth example includes the application ot GIS for valuation of soils for the study area 
around t"rogir. As a tool for valuation of soil suitability for a given use. a semantic GIS model was 
developed in this pilot project. It was based on fuzzy set reasoning and impfem~nted using a 
combination of vector and raster GIS. In the model several soil properties were chosen for 
evaluation (soil depth. organic matter. soil texture. content of nutrient K20· K

2
o

5
. content or tree 

CaC03. content of cadmium). 

S;nce lhe spatial d1stnt>ulion of these properties 1s contrnuous. a vector GiS has been inadequate 
for the analysis Namely. it is well known thal borders betwet>n polygons 1n vector GIS layers are 
genera!ly definitive and can not be smoothed. so Int> overtay technique based on Boolean 
re.:isomng was nor lhe best c.ho1ce for the valual1on of soil swlab1:1ty For this reason. lhe raster 
GIS and fuuy reasoning were used tor the application In few words, lhe fuzzy reasoning deals 
wilh sets whose members have so call~d "membership grade"- the number between 0 and 1. and 
se·. c-f31 fuzzy quar.tifiers u~ed to denote q~ar.t1fiers 1n natural 1.-:inguage. such as. several, most. 
rr.uch. not mail;. few etc. 

Sr.1'•al distribution of soil properties ~as evaluated i;S.ng Kriging inte:-pclalion ~ethod. and 
l1ansferred m a raster GIS A vector baseo GIS was used !o dig111ze roads and other structures 
within the study area. which were lhen ccnverted to raster format. To enable easy perfonning of all 
ar.alyses which include fuuy reasoning. a GIS compali!:!le programme was written. It enables· 

• ~a:culat;on of fuzzy membership grades based on given memberst-.rp fur;ction: 

• c:>mposrticn of comparison clauses using logical ANO and OR: 

• weighted union of fuzzy sets. 

• scr~en outrut for each !ayt:r etc 

Inventory-related applications covered the establishment of the mult1-f.1ced GIS dalab;.se to 
adarP~s broad soc10-econom:c. en·monme:-.tal arij resource questions ~:uch applicallons ar<? 
R~g1onal GI~ Database for the Area of Izmir. Regronal GIS Database for the Island of Rhodes. 
and P1lot-A.ppl1ca'1on fN :he Urban lnformatton Sysfem cf Srl!t 

tn th<.: cases the GIS ability to prov1rle a framework for the nexrble database design has tieen 
; , . ._u y ,,,,d In tr JI st>r.::..: G:S t-1.1~ pre ·~n to be ve1) use tu: :or .1 range of applications rn resource 
~·H1 far:iht1es management. grov.1h man.igcmenl. land infcrnat10n storage a'1J relneval etc 

6 r ,, some of the above applications. user-interfaces were developed using pcARC/INFO's Simple 
Macro Language Typical tasks offered by these interfaces rnr.lude lhe following 

• drawing and removing one or more data layers with keys and scalebars: 

• pan and zoom 'undions. 

• gelling attribute dala or associated text files of the indicated spatial element of the layers 
Gr awn; 

• performing some simple slalisti<:s on selec!i;-,f sel of spatial .• 1 1~men1s (selection can t.e based 
on a11r:bule or spatiaf criteria) 

7 General frarneworli: for GIS suppor1 1n planning pr:icl1r,aHy set up w1fhin CAMP GIS 11a1nrng 
vogr;-irnmPs, is desktor> planning GIS as a planners· workin') en'.t:r(":.·:cnr "Drsk!op· here 
ni1· rnr, :i PC ha~"d sy•,l.:m. i1f!0rd.1ble f•nnugh fri be on fh" r'-in•1r>rr, '1w.~ Pw r "r" of ;i ~11rh il 

:,, '1·:·1 rr, ;;1•prr1r.r1..ile GIS d.11·1~,<t'.1: ·1r1rJ ii numt,1:r of dl.Jl'l1c..-1i1r;11s dc.!·1er.· ~ ··J t1y rirHJ for µl,rn11t11~} 
Ir ;irn If :<,h01..1ld t.,r, poinled nut hN1• ni,.' 'tie rolr: Of crirnpu!t•r•, •fl fl.1nn1ri<J 1~, ;i'w;iyr, ;-if !he h:·,11!1 of 
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tool (not an autonomous decision-making mechanism) 0ffenng support to the decision making but 
with the planner as a central figure of the overall process It should be also noted that desktop 
planning GIS. besides being an immediate output of the CAMP acti1o .:1es. can be regarded as 
sin~ple pilot proiects for more complex. mufti-user GIS. what is one of the long-tenn obiective of 
the whole act1v1ty That was the reason why the local GIS teams were composed of 
representatives fr0m different l1~lds (civil engineers. architects. ~rban and regional planners. 
en ... 1r.:mmental engineers. in!ormdt1on spe~ialists and the other.i) 

8 Experiences gaineci through the CAMP GIS training programmes and presented in the four 
individual reports as well as in this summary report. will be the subject of the workshop proposed 
for the end of 1992 or the beginning of 1993. Although the analysis and the assessment of this 
activity will be done within the workshop. the following conclusions are proposed for further 
discussion: 

• Local GIS teams which are established ara\! trained in each of the four MAP CAMPs. have 
basic knowledge on GIS and pcARCnNFO. an<i are cap<1ble to prepare and develop GIS 
applications dealing with the process of integrated planning and management of coastal zones: 

• Hardware configuration used by Ice al GIS 'ear.is were sufficient for the train:ng pmgrar.-,rne; 

• pcARCnNFO and IDRISI software turned out to be suitable tools for the training programme: 

• The applications developed within MAP CAMPs GIS training programmes proved to be 
practical and applicable decision support tools and were successfully used in the process of 
ln'.~·;irated P:ar;:i:rg Studies preparations. 

• The contents and quality of the G!S dalabc.ses deve:0ped as a part of tra;r,10.g prog~amme. 
wt.re satisfactory basis for various ar::;:icdtions developed as well as a simple resource 
inventory 1001. 

• Multidisciplinary backgrounds of the local GIS team members proved to be the best solution 
ha'11;ig in mind long-term objective of building multipurpose GIS as well as short-term goal of 
setting up desil.top planr.1n9 GIS lo support lnte~r~!ed Planning Studies preparation. 

• As a next step in GIS database development it is proposed that the automated data layers be 
transferred back to the relevant institutions which made all necessary analog•Je d~ta availahle 
to local GIS team. This proposal also aims to the long-tenn obiective of s~111ng up multipurpose 
GIS in plac.es wh~re G!S tra1n;ng _,rogramme was carried out: 

• Some of the applications developed were far ahead of the GIS training programmes needs .Jut 
camp out as a useful tool in plann:ng and management of coa;;:ar zones 

--- -- ---- ------- ·- -- ---
P.'\PiRAC, pref~rably in coope•;it1on ·1;1th GRID-UNEP .:ind UNITAR, 1s rendy to transfer the 
P~periences related t:> the applications described above, as well as the other ones aiming 
~o support the process of intE:grated planning and management of coastal zones, to all 
interested Mediterranean coastal states or areas. 
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Prerace 

Workshop on Environmental lmpad 
Assesment and Siting of Industrial Activities 

Using Geographic Information Systems 
In Coastal Zone ~ianagement(CZ~f) an Application 

to Izmir Bay and ~e~me Pen!nsula 

bv . . 
~.TA~PINAR 

The Institute of Manne Science and Technology (IMST) established in 1975. 
up to now the Institute had numer.1us govermental and ;ndivisual pro1ec! inside or 
outside 

The Institute has an extensive data base on Aegean Sea . .Mediterranean and the Black 
Sea as a consequence oi long term monitoring programes and high level sciemifi..: 
interest of its members. 

The Institute just decided to form a Geographical Information System (G IS) to provide 
a recepticle for scattered data form various sour~ such as data acquisition 
cruises.numerical modelling remote sensiog,etc. 

Introduction 

. Th.! coastal area represents the interface between land and the sea and includes 
primarily the shorline environments ind the adjacent coastal waters of the exclusive 
economic zone (EEZ). 

Today 60% of the worlds populations is living in coastal regions and by 2050 realistic 
estimate predict that IO billion people will be living along the coast. 

About 95% of the total population growth is expected in developing countrie~ and by 
the of this centruy more than two thirds of the population in the developing countries 
is located coastal areas. 

As it's known, the management of the coastal.natural resourscs and the design ot coastal 
engineering works demand an accurate knowledge of the wave.current ;c_ nd the other 
oc~anographic parameters. 

Examples of such activities are;shipping,offshore platforms,brealcwaters.fisheries.oil and 
gas production and waste water disposal systems. 

rn the past,information should have been suggested onl} by conventional monitoring 
studies(in-situ measurements).But now.the new techniques are available. 
For examl~.the use of computerized geographical information systems (GIS) make it 
possible to process large volumes of geographically referenced data from mul11rle 
sources that can he: integrated ro produl'e roaps.monnor changes m :-ecnrces . .:corJinarc: 
rc:rnurce uses and j1mulate impacts from management decisions:remote sensing syst~ms 
using satallitcs and aircrafts make ii ~ystc:m It possible to collect and analyze information 
ahout rccorces :rnd land use over l:ir~c.· .1reJs:\farme huoy system~ make it ross1hk :1·1 



continuously monitor and evaluate trends in cnvironmcmal parameters afld pollution 
levels in the sea.on-!ine via satallite and developments in knowledge based computer 
~yste~s t such as expert systems). s1mulat1ng moodling recmques and analyacal methods 
'.°!.Js ;:mJ,1d~d managers as well as sc:entist ~1th powerful decision support systems ar 
Jitfrrem !evels. 

The n<iture of the issues dealt with in a coastal management programme clearly indicates 
that rhe management problem has a regional and imemational dimensions. 

Why GIS Systems? 

As its known.the high technology is proceeding day by day.GIS is a powerful 
...:cmputer-based systems for collecting,swrmg,remeving,analysmg,manupulating 
1 transforming) and displaymg spaual data from the real world for a particular sc::~ of 
purposes. 

In G IS.basically three ry~ of information about geographical elements are stored 
1 pomrs.Jines and areas representing ob1ects on the earth ·s surface l 

• Data source 
-rield obsef\·auons 
-cx1sung maps 

-non-graphical information 

• Data input 
-~~f)togrammetric data 
-~:~itiz1:.5 maps 

• Data storege 
-creating and populating geographical d~tabase 

• Data aoalysis,processiog & -maouplation 
-po~ition 

-topology 
-attibutes 

-linking graphical & non-graphical information 

• Display & reporting 
-display 
-maps 
-rabies 

-graphs 
-charts 

l'se of GIS in CZ\I 

lntc:;rntt·d ..:oastal ;:11nc m.1r1a:!crn~·nt 1 ICZ\f J is a go\ c:rment<ll procc:-;s for ;h·h1cvmg 

-;us:.w1ahll' dnelopment of ..:nastal areas hy t'nsunr.g tha[ the brgc ernnnmic .ind social 
henc~its .m: nnt reduced 11( t'!imincltt'd hy de~tflll'!l\t' r~dt"'.!.-l'S f'r 1r:.1rrrnpra!t' !;ind 11f 

'.>.ate~ llSl'~. 



In shonJy,CZM could be defined as dynamic proces in which a coordinated strategy is 
developed and implemented for the allocation of <!nvironmental.soc10-cultural and 
Insmutional resources to achieve the ..:cr.servation and sustainable multiple use of the 
t0tai Lcastai are1. 
Shonly,G rs as a tool for land-based ~e~ource management and planning IS well 
established.G IS applications in coastal and aquatic environments are less commen and 
less well defined. 

GIS consist of a pmantial for significamly enhancing coastal management respectively 
purposes. 

• GIS !S the best tool to imegrate :he data collected from to the! different 
information sources and has a utility re :nterface graph1nl and attribute data. 

• GlS is useful to improve the underst.rnding oi links between the sea and land 
rrocesses m coastal areas. 

• Critical coastal management 1'.S.;ues such as sensi'\if\· analysis and pcllut!cn 
monitoring require rhe ability :or recourse ma:iagers to ;nake :-apid and correct 
decisions. 

• GlS provide an increasingly sophisticated tool for decision~-makers with the 
capabiiity to incorporate a wide variety of alphanumeric and graphic data including 
remotely sensed imaginary. 

• By ali means.GIS actua!ly .:reatr:: :1ew mfonnat1on rather :han JUSt rc:rieve 

previously encoded information. 

ln order to supply data exchanc.c betwern The Mediterranean countries and scientest 
GIS may be improved through the network systems for the assoc:ated project (like 
\.1EDPOL .. (!tc.) and following five reasons. 

• Very large or geographic data. 

• Creation sharing or information, 

• Equal sharing or information. 

• Integration or diverse geographic information, 

• Increasing rhe efficiedcy or managing and monitoring acth·itit>s. 

GlS can answer five kind or questions; 

I.question rnncerning the loc.ation:Wbat is at. .. ? 

Tb~ ,jt:5thin !ithow:; the:: location oi the pla(t: which indicated c:1 '.ht' rnap. 

1.rnnditional qe-;tinnc;:Wht>re is it? 

·1 ~·.:~ .;est1on reqll1ro :1pati<1I anctlys1c; '.1' .inswn. 



J.question conttrning treods:Wbat bas cbance siatt_~ 
Tms qesuon might involve aforementioned previous cwo questions. 

·'-quesuon concemmg repeating spatial rdations and associated condmons. 
\\bat spatial patterns exists? 

This is a more sophisticated questions.we may ask this question to determine whether 
a cenain kind of illness occours among residents near a particular kind of industrial 
plants. 

5.modelling questioos:Wbat if_? 

These questions are posed to determine what happens.if certain condirion changes or 
become rrue. e.g what happens with the coastline if sea level rises.Answerm; these 
type of qestrons requires both geographICal and other information. 

Proper En,ironmental .\faoagement Programme 

In recem years there has been a growmg concern an incrc:ased general sens1,ity of water 
problem.That is why. the engineers and scientist involved hydro-em.ironmental Jnd 
ecclog1cai studies arising from such potamral contamination s0urces as: 

-discharge of both domestic and industrial waste. 

-sewage sludge disposal at sea. 

-~nd·.·striai J:id raJio-active waste fr•.•m chem1cal pb.ms. 

-poor flushing or harbours and marinas. 

In order to investigation of water-borne pollution and the: formulation of amelinrating 
usually proceec together through the following stages (Fig.I) 

In spite of no model however sophisticated may perfectly reproduce reality.an ad-hoc 
model muse be developed. 

For example well-mixed compartment models (box mode ts) are known to simulate the 
behaviour ra JIL , •uclides in marine ~~'Stems_ 
Jn the present 1.JSe it 1s essential to implement (Fig.2). 

Hydrodynamics models descnbing the flow field in fact the space·time evofuuon of 
circulauon currents determine the solid and liquid transpon. 

A proper Environmental Management Programme should consist or the following step; 

•Identification or the problem: 

Fnv1r,1n~1wn: tl.I\ \e:-y v1Je !im1ts rh;11 1s 1.1.::~. 1• s ne1."es~.1n :,, Jer;nc r-r11ir!r1cs .rnJ :11 

lJnW ihl'. p11~r·•mmt: With Wt'll Jcfincd 1)t"1Jt"l."ll\t:S.hke protc'l':1nn Of '.1 ;tlt'r l[llali!y t'I."!. 
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llCollec:tioo or Datm-Monitoring: 
AvabiHty of data is essential for any sound decision in relation to environmental 
management.Because of that a monitoring programme should start as early as possible. 

•Establisment of Environmental Policy: 
Policy decisions should be taken such as; 
Preventation rather than treatment preventive measures are cheaper than corrective 
ones (Lemas.1977) 
'The polluter pays" principle,etc. 

11l4islation: 
This.in the form of laws.by-laws and regulations assist the protection of the emironmcnt. 
Adapt~tion of legislation prepared for other countries always does not give good results 
in developing ones. 

•Environmental Planning: 
This phase of environmental management is interchangeable in primity with legislation. 
A proper planning should be based on cost-benefit analysis and environmental impact 
studies it is only after this phase that effective action from the pr1..1tection of the 
environment can be taken. 

lllmplementation: 
Monitoring,legislation,planning,etc do not have any effect on the managem~r.t of the 
environmentlf they are not followed by the proper implementation.This 
phase,however,is the most diffucult and the most expensive one. 

•Monitoring,Enforcement and Modificativn: 
This is the l:lst step of an environmental managemenr programme.Monitoring is essential 
to ensure proper application of the planr.ed and implemented programme. 
Modifications on the original programme may be according to the data obtained. 

Environmental Management In Turkey 

Environmental awarenes~ in Turkey was the result of pollution disturbing the every day 
life of citizens. When the pollution in some areas like the Golden Horn,izmir Bay and 
izmit Bay reached an unbearable level. 
Although,there is some main problems today in Turkey which as indicated helow; 
(Curi.1984) 

• The organizational scheme is not the most approprate.lnsteac! of having regional 
authorities.a model hased on "m:.nicipality level control" is preferred. 

• Implementation of plans related to the protection of the environment is very slow.For 
example "izmir Bay" project related to the wastewater disposal of izmir is not realized 
yet. the project ht'gunnrd ahout fl•n years ago.although it wasn't cornplcted yet. 
The w~1srcs arc cominousl; Jischargcd in the "izrnir Bay'· and its pollution increases 
everyday whik the studies on the rr.odification of this ~fOJCl'I continue 



• Altough qualifJCd engineers and scicntcst exist in Turlccy,thcrc is a lack of 
intermediate level technicians who are capable of operating treatment plants.performing 
tests.etc. 
Although every year more than hundred and fifty environmental engineers are graduated 
from the Universities,there is still no attempt providing the so much needed tecnicians. 
Lack of any motivation for activities like waste recycling,usc of alternative energy 
sources,etc.which will contnbute to the well management of natural rerources. 

Application of GIS in izmir Bay 

The use of GIS is presented through a case study concerning the management 
issues of the izmir Bay which is interesting location to ~ee the negative n:.5ults of an 
inadequate management because the efforts aimil"lg to set up an integrated management 
scheme is very recent although the pollution of the sea has been e\idenced for many 
years. 

izmir is the third largest city located at the innermost part of a natural bay 
around which dense industrial,commercial and social activities take place. 
Especially during the last three decades,the bay has significantly been polluted due to 

such activities.Pollution is created mainly by the domestic and industrial waste waters 
which contain significant amount of organic materials,nutrients,heavy metals and 
pesricides,etc.and reach the bay without any treatment. 
TI1e fresh water inflows through the Gegiz river and a number of creeks are the other 
dominant IDurces of the pollutants.The present status of the izmir Bay in this respect 
is explained by Uslu and Akyarh(1993) in detailed manner. 

Hardware and Software used 

As a mentioned above (GIS) and (MIS) is devoloped become cruciai paralel to the 
electronic sector.In a last decade, hardware and software recnclogy developed 
enormously.consecuently,it would be easy to store,handle,manage and retrieve large 
amount of data in the system. 
The main hardware components of our system summarized as below; 

•INTERGRAPH INTERACT 2020 workstation with 16 MB RAM capacity 
•252 MB disc drive &150 MB INTERGRAPH tape drive •voo video display unit: 19 inch monitor with 128W 1024 resolution 
•A

0 
size INTERGRAPH digitizer and plouer 

On the other hand software packages consist of the following five modules. 

I. Data input and verification. 
2. storage and datahase. 
3. data output and presenration. 
4. data transformation. 
5. intc.·raction with the u~l'r. 



Cundusaon 

Environmental Managemf'nt is a must for all ttr ... , C(•1m1;J.es.The developing 
world.however should try to develop the "appropriate technolu;~" ins!ead of fancy and 
expensive solutions. 

An appropriate technology with minumum expenditures will prevent the detrimental 
effect of poUution on the environment. 

It is the duty of the goverrnents as weH as of fr1e intemntionai management 
programme,because the detrimental effects of the inproper management of the 
environment are valid for the who!e humanity. 

ANNEX 

Some output samples can be seen in figure 1-10 e\·aluated by <;ah~kan (1994) 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 

The \\'orkshop on "En,·ironmental Impact Assessment and Siting of 
Industrial Activities Using Geographic Information Systems·· which was 
held on September 2-6 ,1995 in Gozo. 

I belive we have been very helpful in studying many problems and 
finding out solutions there of. 

An now we are going to deal with the items in our study program for 
five days' time. 

I am sure,we will reach at very useful conclutions. 
The items of our agenda.such as,Environmental Impact 

Assessment,Geographic Information Systems and Remote Sensing and 
Traning is "·ery important problems. 

I'll try to emphasize- on GIS in Coastal Zone ~lanagement and 
Application izmir Bay and <;e~me Peninsula. 

I belil'e that Prof.A.Fabbri.Dr.Patrono and Prof.E.Feoli are going to 
deal "ith this matter through their demonstrations and they will tell us 
many important things on things on this subject. 

I recommended to these concerned,that they must pay great attention 
on their suggestions. 

Prof.Dr.Nihat Ta~pmar 
Cheif of The Naval & Marine Technology 
DE.University Engineering Faculty 
Dept of Civil Engineering. 
35100-Bornova-izmir\ TURKEY 

Phone : (00 90-232-388 10 47) Office 
: (00 90-232-388 28 17) Home 

Fax : (00 90-232-388 78 64) Office 

Thank You 
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ENVIRONMENT IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND SITING OF INDUSTRIAL 
ACTIVITIES THROUGH GEOGRAPHIC 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
2 - 6 OCTOBER 1995 

GOZO-MALTA 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

LM USO 
1 Subsistence Allowance to Participants 2. 182 34 6.328 
2 Air Tickets 2,08900 6.058 
3 Board & Lodging at Ta· Cenc Hotel 4,592.65 13.317 
4 Airport Assistance 18.40 53 
5 Title board for conference 4830 140 
6 Transport 716.29 2 077 
7 OHL Ccurier Service 11.00 32 
8 Computer Premium Insurance/Rental 132.00 383 
9 Administr&tive Charge:- I 

Promotion & Hospitality 

Stationery (Folders, note pads, name tags etc) I 

Staff remuneration & Overtime i 
Secretarial Assistance I 2.500.00 7.250 
Handling Charges 

Communications (fax. telephone etc) 
Preparatory Meetings 
Bank Charges 

I 12,289.981 35,6381 

UNIDO CONTRACT REFERENCE: 95/201AR ."'ROJECT USIGL0/951105 
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